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Chapter 1

Lucan’s Epic Body
Anatomizing Civil War
•

Lucan’s epic of civil war has been accused of headlessness and interpreted as a
truncated torso—a disorganized epic that mirrors the chaos of war on all imaginable levels. With the leitmotif “plus quam” (more than BC 1.1) announced
in its very first line this epic strives to be “more than,” and as such aims to
exceed many of the expectations traditionally aroused by the epic genre and its
narrative economy. Unlike Virgil’s Aeneid, the matrix Lucan constantly aims
to supersede, the plot of the Bellum Civile—which incorporates nearly all the
known world from Libyan deserts to the famously unlocatable sources of the
Nile—never forms an integrated unit and fails to create a unity of cosmos and
imperium.1 Instead Lucan forms an epic body with disturbingly many parts
that from the moment of its birth confronts the reader with its (self)destruction.2 To be sure, a veritable deluge of horrid gore and bloodshed stains Lucan’s
epic; but I shall highlight the significance of depicting mutilation and the body.
My principal aim in this chapter is to show how Lucan binds together his epic
corpus by putting emphasis on the concept of the body, and then to show in
subsequent chapters how Lucan’s epic exploits this conceptualization and binds
Lucan’s epic body together through the use of Fama, sententiae, and internal
repetition. In this first chapter it will become clear that the Bellum Civile is
1. Narducci 1985 and Albrecht 1999, 227–50.
2. Cf. [ . . . ] canimus populumque potentem / in sua victrici conversum viscera dextra (and we
sing of a mighty people attacking its own guts with victorious sword-hand, BC 1.2–3). This image is
an actualization of the Latin expression bellum intestinum (internal war; cf. Liv. 4.43.10, 42.13.7, and
42.40.7; Sall. Cat. 5.2 and Cic. Cat. 2.28).
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organized not by standard structural features such as linearity, teleology, or
causality, but through imagery, in this case representations of the body, which
unifies the work even as it mirrors and enacts fragmentation.3
Lucan employs the word corpus (body) 64 times in all in his extant text.4
Moreover, body vocabulary is of high frequency throughout, as he uses a multitude of body imagery.5 So far scholarly discussions have exhausted themselves
in focusing on a few prominent passages, while wider systematization of Lucan’s concept of the body has not been attempted. For this reason, in the first
instance categorization is required, but as will become apparent, it is precisely
in those cases where boundaries are crossed and categories overlap, that we
gain insights into the poetics of Lucan’s body imagery.
In general Lucan uses body vocabulary in at least five different connections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the cosmic body
the Roman state body
the military corps
the human body
the textual body

In what follows I will outline these categories and examine the role they play
in Lucan’s strategy of body imagery. In the first part of this chapter we will see
how body imagery permeates Lucan’s epic. Through its versatility it serves as
narrative glue that connects the many different and episodic limbs of the epic
body. Second, I shall provide a reading of Bellum Civile 7 with focus on corporeality and also examine one particular motif out of the wealth of body imagery
on offer in the Bellum Civile, that of the automatism of the severed limb. Here
we will be able to observe how Lucan makes use of body imagery to showcase
his poetics.

3. Rimell 2002, 9–16 points out the all-pervasiveness of the leitmotif of body imagery in another Neronian text, Petronius’s Satyricon. She finds that the surviving fragments are connected
by an imagery of disintegration, expressed through the pervasive metaphor of the literary text as a
human or animal body.
4. The details: bk. 1: 1; bk. 2: 5; bk. 3: 8; bk. 4: 8; bk. 5: 2; bk. 6: 13; bk. 7: 8; bk. 8: 6; bk. 9: 12; bk.
10:1. In comparison Virgil uses corpus 52 times in the 12 books of the Aeneid and Ovid who tells of
bodies changed into new forms uses it 261 times in the 15 books of the Metamorphoses.
5. Manus (hand) 137 times, pectus (chest) 107, caput (head) 84, membrum (limb) 70, tergum
(back) 35, artus (limb) 32, iugulum (throat) 29, oculus (eye) 29, lumen (eye) 28, collum (neck) 27,
viscus (usually pl. internal organs) 24, latus (side) 22, pes (foot) 12, auris (ear) 9, ala (upper arm)
4, naris (nose) 3, statistics that demonstrate the omnipresence of corporeality in the Bellum Civile.
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The Cosmic Body
This section will look at two phenomena: one is that in the Latin language (as
in many) the lexicographic meaning of body vocabulary often allows it to be
applied to geography and cosmology. Just as English uses expressions such as
“on the face of the earth” or “from the mouth of a river” and “under the eyes of
the sun,” Latin employs body language in a similar way—at times even exceeding the possibilities offered by English.6 I shall exemplify this with a detailed
examination of the semantics of the word caput. First, however, I shall discuss
how ancient geography frequently conveys a sense of corporeality in that it is
imbued with landmarks that are the physical remains of Greek and Roman mythology. In what follows I shall showcase some examples to illustrate Lucan’s
geographics of corporeality.
The importance of images taken from cosmological mythology, most prominently the gigantomachy, for shaping an epic’s message has been well established.7 In the Aeneid the replay of the conflict between gods and giants in the
Hercules and Cacus episode affirms the reader’s premonition of witnessing the
establishment of a new world order; Virgil’s epic successors frequently exploit
this imagery, often prompted by the alleged physical remains of this mythic
battle, the mountains of Phlegra, Mt. Aetna and Mt. Atlas.8 Indeed, Lucan’s epic
relates how the gaze of the Gorgon petrifies Atlas and turns the other giants
into mountains and thereby decides the gigantomachy in favor of the gods (BC
9.654–58).9 Furthermore Lucan invests his Thessaly excursus with a geography
of tendentiously displaced mountains, as if to remind the reader that these
once had been piled up by giants in an attempt to storm heaven. Together with
constant echoes of giantomachy throughout the poem this serves to keep the
reader aware of the inventory of this very myth.10 As a result, Earth herself is
6. If this is the case I shall point in brackets to Latin body vocabulary in the English translation. The translations provided are based upon those of Susanna Braund, who has kindly given me
permission to use them.
7. Hardie 1986, 85–156 and Hardie 1993, index s.v. “gigantomachy.”
8. Hardie 1993, 83–84.
9. Mt. Atlas can serve as a showcase for Virgil’s tame but persistent corporeal geography.
Throughout the Aeneid Virgil refers to Atlas as both a mountain and a person. Cf. Hardie 1986, 264.
Accordingly, the way Mercury sees him in passing on his way to Carthage wavers between describing man and mountain (Aen. 4.246–51). It thus makes us aware how much of Latin body vocabulary
can be applied to both humans and landscape. For the near endless possibilities of the metaphorical
use of Latin body vocabulary and its versatility cf. André 1992, 249–59.
10. Cf. Masters 1992, 39–40 and 154–55 on Lucan’s deliberately incorrect positioning of Mt. Ossa
and Mt. Pelion in his Thessalian excursus, BC 6.333–36, which plays upon the displacement of these
mountains during the gigantomachy to build a bridge to heaven; Mayer 1981 ad 8.551 lists most
instances of gigantomachic imagery.
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endowed with a sense of corporeality: she initially gave birth to the giants and
now bears their dead bodies as mountains. This notion of a geography full of
bodily presences is enhanced in the Hercules and Antaeus episode in BC 4,
where Lucan spells out his own version of the gigantomachy. Here Tellus/Terra
(Earth) is introduced as a childbearing mother and turns into one of the epic’s
protagonists: nondum post genitos Tellus effeta gigantes / terribilem Libycis partum concepit in antris (After the Giants’ birth, Earth not yet exhausted mothered a dreadful offspring in Libyan caves, BC 4.593–94).11 Through the body
of her son Antaeus, whose energy recharges as soon as he touches the ground
and who incorporates her chthonic powers, Earth is allowed to take part in the
fight (BC 4.636–37, 4.598–99, and 4.608). Accordingly she is depicted as a “split
divinity” when Lucan employs both terra and tellus in the same sentence as if
they were separate items: quisquis inest terris, in fessos spiritus artus / egeritur
Tellusque viro luctante laborat (All the power of the land pours into his [Antaeus’s] tired frame and Earth labors as her warrior wrestles, BC 4.643–44).12
As a result Lucan can show how Mother Tellus struggles when Antaeus falls
back heavily onto the resources of the earth. Finally the separation of mother
and son into single units, their losing touch, decides the fight in favor of Hercules (BC 4.645–51). However, thanks to her twofold nature Antaeus’s mother
Tellus is at least able to preserve her son’s name in geographical terms: Antaeus
gives his name to a kingdom. Accordingly Antaeus’s name provides a frame for
the entire passage (BC 4.589–90 and 4.654–55). For on the surface the Antaeus
episode ostensibly serves to explain the nomenclature of the area Scipio finds
himself in.
Furthermore Lucan marks out the importance of gigantomachic imagery
by comparing civil war to gigantomachy (BC 1.33–37). The latter was a precondition for Jupiter’s reign, while civil war smoothes the way for Nero. Lucan’s
commemoration of inter-Roman disasters in the verses that follow ends with
the slave wars at the foot of Mt. Aetna, pointing to yet another monument to
gigantomachy on the surface of the earth (BC 1.43). He thus effectively links
together places of memory—or scars if translated into body language—on
both the cosmic and the Roman state body.13 Subsequently Lucan introduces
a human body—the emperor Nero’s—exerting cosmic power and emphatically
controlling the world: Nero’s godly weight alone will crush the cosmos should
11. Cf. also Ov. Met. 1.156–60.
12. Solodow 1988, 94–96 introduces the term “split divinity” to describe Ovid’s depictions of
Hunger and Envy.
13. For the role scars play as memory of the body cf. Baroin 2002. For an overview of approaches to “body and memory” cf. Öhlschläger and Wiens 1997, 9–17 and Assmann 1999, 298–337
on places of memory.
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he lose his poise: aetheris immensi partem si presseris unam / sentiet axis onus
(If you press on either side of the boundless ether, the sky will feel the weight,
BC 1.56–57).14 Despite echoing with reminiscences of Phaethon, Nero’s body is
nevertheless construed as the center of the universe. The emperor turns into
a towering giant of cosmic dimensions victorious in gigantomachy and civil
war.15
Additionally, Lucan’s poetic technique of depicting stars and heavenly bodies as personae rather than extraterrestrial objects populates his poem with
further protagonists. We find Lucan’s world cluttered with personifications of
cosmic bodies, which fill his world with a sense of corporeality: Phoebus/Titan
represent the sun, Phoebe/Cynthia the moon, Mulciber/Vulcan stand for fire
and Tethys for the ocean. In connection with geographical terms Latin geography in general and Lucan’s geography in particular exhibits body imagery: percussit Latiare caput ([a thunderbolt] struck the head of Latium [= a landmark],
BC 1.535); caput . . . Titan cum ferret (while Titan ([= the Sun] is lifting up his
head, 1.540); ora . . . Aetna (Etna’s mouth, 1.545); ignis in Hesperium cecidit
latus (fire’s flames fell on to Hesperia’s flank, 1.547); sanguineum . . . mare (a
blood-red sea, 1.548). This allows the poet to interlink the fate of the cosmic
body with that of the other bodies in his epic by exploiting the multiple layers
of meaning of Latin body vocabulary.16
Furthermore, throughout BC 1 Lucan keeps the analogy between the Roman
body and the cosmic body present through similes: the shout of the Caesarian
troops sounds like the north wind in a Thracian forest (1.89–91);17 the panic of
the inhabitants of Rome is reminiscent of fire and earthquake (1.493–95), and
Rome is depicted as ship of state, abandoned when threatened by the elements
(1.498–503). Undeniably Lucan means to link the fate of the cosmos with that of
Rome. He fastidiously prepares his funera mundi (apocalypse) with a wealth of
body imagery, which serves as textual glue for the fraying world of Lucan’s epic.
The actions of these personified cosmic bodies frequently translate the notion of civil strife onto a higher, cosmic level. The morning star thus displays the
14. The same idea is used in connection with a real cosmic unit, Libya, whose storms if opposed
by more than just sand would have the power to turn the world upside down (BC 9.466–68).
15. Nero’s cosmic presence seems like a precedent for the medieval doctrine of the king’s two
bodies. One human and mortal; the other immortal and bound to the king’s office fashioned to
guarantee continuity of the world’s order once the king dies. Kantorowicz 1957, 500–501 discusses
the Lives of the Roman emperors under this aspect. Cf. Bredekamp 1998 and Faber 1998 for the
reception of this medieval doctrine.
16. On the rise and origin of the corporeal image of the cosmos cf. Barkan 1975, 8–27. Moreover
cf. Ricoux 2002 on melothesia, the idea that the planets and the signs of the zodiac each rule over
specific parts of the body.
17. The geographical details of this simile point to the “Emathian” stage at Pharsalus; cf. Miura
1983, 222.
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behavior of a military leader: Lucifer a Casia prospexit rupe diemque / misit in
Aegypton (Lucifer looked down from the Casian rock and sent the daylight into
Egypt, BC 10.434–35). Brotherly strife, the conflict between siblings, is first introduced and exemplified by sun and moon (fratri contraria Phoebe / ibit “Phoebe
(moon) will confront her brother,” BC 1.77–78]).18 Later Phoebe, the moon, will
respond to Pompey’s death by dimming her light. The most developed cosmic
“character” in the Bellum Civile, however, is the sun. More frequently than using the word sol (39 times) Lucan dubs the sun Phoebus (33 times) and Titan (15
times).19 Sometimes Phoebus also denotes Apollo. The reader is thus switching
between person and personification. In this way Lucan endows this heavenly
body with the opportunity of acting and interacting like a person.
With the inclusion of cosmic bodies in his world of civil war Lucan clearly
surpasses any of his epic predecessors.20 Virgil’s sun habitually displays a peaceful and inconspicuous elegance in signifying the passing of time.21 Only in isolated cases such as prayers and declarations is Sol evoked as personified god
(Aen. 4.607, 1.568, 12.176). Moreover, of the 36 times Virgil uses Phoebus in the
Aeneid only four denote the sun (Aen. 3.637, 4.6, 10.216, 11.913).This result is not
surprising for an epic in which the hero’s quest is guided by gods and destined
by fate.
In addition Lucan uses the term Phoebus ten times to denote the god of
prophecy (and poetry), Phoebus Apollo. From his violent entry when stirring
the matrona furens in BC 1 onward, the god’s aggressive appearance throughout the epic seems noteworthy (urgentem pectora Phoebum “[revealing that]
Phoebus is harrying her breast,” BC 1.677).22 Not unlike the sun—his alter ego—
Apollo, too, is adapted to suit the subject of the poem he features in. Usually
presiding over the production of poetry as Apollo Musagetes, the leader of the
Muses, the god is here subordinated to poetry. He thus resumes his Iliadic role
as an angry god, starring as an angry voice in a new epic of anger. The subordinate role Apollo plays in this epic finds expression in his confinement to two
short passages in BC 1 and BC 5. The Bellum Civile is not an epic in which the
gods have much say.
By contrast, in Lucan’s Bellum Civile the Sun is frequently employed—not
unlike Earth in the Hercules and Antaeus episode—as a split divinity who reads
18. On brothers in civil war cf. Bannon 1997, 112–16 and 137–58. Cf. Fantham 2010 on Lucan’s
civil war imagery. For comparative material from Greek sources cf. Wolpert 2002 and Price 2001.
19. On the various terms denoting the sun in Lucan (including statistics) cf. Tucker 1983.
20. Catrein 2003, 43–73 examines the visual metaphors of the Augustan poets.
21. Cf. interea magnum sol circumvolvitur annum (meanwhile the sun wheels round the mighty
circuit of the year, Aen. 3.284) and also Aen. 3.508.
22. Cf. also BC 1.681 and 1.694. In BC 5 we even witness instances of Phoebus standing for
both the Delphic oracle and the sun. Oracle: BC 5.70, 73, 136, 152, 156, 174, 187, 223; Sun: 5.424, 542.
Neither in BC 1 nor BC 5 is the god ever at peace (BC 5.174, 5.186–87).
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both as persona and as violent cosmic force. On occasion the Sun raises his
head or “travels” its course (BC 1.540; BC 3.40–41). More frequently, however,
he is found engaged in aggressive activities. Thus, the Sun with his rays presses
hard on the constellation of the Nemean Lion (BC 1.655–56), “banishes chilly
darkness” (BC 2.326) and turns the Syrtes into a battlefield between ocean and
sunlight (BC 9.315). Similar instances of the Sun’s militant behavior abound,
whether he seizes the equatorial zone or stages a conflict with Mt. Pelion’s
shadow (BC 10.251, 6.335–36).23 In Lucan’s cosmos the elements are constantly
in a state of competition with each other and seem to conduct their own war.
Sometimes Earth gives in entirely to the Sun’s burning forces (nil obstat Phoebo
“there is no obstacle to Phoebus,” BC 9.528). Frequently we also find water in
the form of oceans and rivers as the Sun’s opponent. As water can break the
Sun’s rays, the reader witnesses a constant struggle for the upper hand between
these two elements (BC 3.521–22). Usually the Sun dominates, but sometimes
water and Sun are evenly matched, and in exceptional cases the Sun is successfully opposed (et par Phoebus aquis “Phoebus, a match for the waters,” BC
4.124; cf. the Ganges, BC 3.230–32). Furthermore, before the sea storm in BC
5 Sun turns into an image of civil war: he divides his rays and summons up
opposing winds for a war of the elements.24 His corporeality allows the sun to
play an active part in Lucan’s world at war. As we shall see, this body imagery
interlinks the cosmic body with other instances of body imagery that in turn
weave a net that holds the many parts of Lucan’s epic.
What is more, the twofold eclipse of the sun (BC 1.540–54, 7.199–200) constitutes the ultimate sign of apocalyptic cosmic disorder, in which the cosmic
body mirrors the cataclysmic Roman state body. The eclipse also serves as a
point of reference to another textual body, Thyestes’ infamous meal.25 Lucan
indicates here his awareness that he rewrites and simultaneously supersedes the
scale of previous strife between brothers.
The sunrise before Caesar’s blitz occupation of Ariminum constitutes an
instance where the cosmic body seems to anticipate the action of the military
corps. All stars but one flee the light of the sun, just as one might have expected
the city’s inhabitants to flee from Caesar had they not been stunned by fear (BC
1.231–32).26 Moreover, the elements can even take over the war entirely, as the
23. Cf. Masters 1992, 150–78 for Lucan’s geography of war.
24. Cf. Loupiac 1998, 91–95 and BC 5.541–43. Note also that the warlike vocabulary of Phoebus
/ fregit aquis radios (Phoebus scattered his rays above the sea, 3.521–22) marks the beginning of the
sea battle at Massilia.
25. Cf. qualem fugiente per ortus / sole Thyesteae noctem duxere Mycenae (just such night came
on at Mycenae of Thyestes when the sun fled eastward, BC 1.543–44). On the disappearance of the
sun in Seneca’s Thyestes cf. Schiesaro 2003, 170–72.
26. Similarly when Pompey’s fate hangs in the air in BC 8 the appearance of the sun mirrors
this transitory state (8.159–61).
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flood at Ilerda in BC 4 demonstrates: hactenus armorum discrimina; cetera bello
/ fata dedit variis incertus motibus aer (So far only were the tests those of weapons: the rest of the battle’s fates came from the air, BC 4.48–49). Once more
we find a passage studded with the language of war but describing the actions
of the cosmic body.27 In addition Caesar subsequently treats the river Sicoris
not unlike a rebellious soldier who can easily be punished (BC 4.141–43). The
elements, however, do not cease to play their part as war proceeds: in BC 5 the
winds trap Caesar’s fleet on two occasions, provoking Caesar to demonstrate
his superiority. First the sea holds his ships back at Brundisium (BC 5.407–8
with OLD claudo 7 = military, to blockade). Then a calm prevents the ships
from crossing the sea (BC 5.442–43). All these events, however, are framed by
displays of Caesar’s authority over the military and the cosmic body—in words
and deeds. When addressing his rebellious soldiers, Caesar employs a simile
that marks him out as the ocean with his troops as tributary rivers.28 According
to Caesar’s vision of the universe, their presence or absence would make no
difference to the might of the sea (veluti, si cuncta minentur / flumina quos miscent pelago subducere fontes, / non magis ablatis umquam descenderit aequor, /
quam nunc crescit, aquis “it is as if all rivers threatened to withdraw the streams
they mingle with the sea: with those waters gone, the sea level would fall no
more than it now rises,” BC 5.336–39). Caesar then soon tests his powers on the
open sea, taking on the elements with godlike self-confidence in a tiny boat—
and escapes unharmed (BC 5.499–501). Thus not alone the cosmic body defies
human and military bodies successfully. Rather, Lucan’s body politics take an
unexpected turn when he depicts a human body, that is, Caesar’s, contesting
the cosmic one successfully.

The Roman State Body
The “analogy . . . between the body’s destiny and that of societies and institutions” lets us draw parallels between the integrity of the individual body and
the integrity of the “communal body.”29 The image of the city of Rome as a body
27. Cf. urebant montana nives (snow scorched the mountains, 4.52); Cynthia [ . . . ] / exclusit
borean (Cynthia [the moon] shut out Boreas [the north wind], 4.60–61); ille [ . . . ] nubes [ . . . ] /
torsit (he [the east wind] hurled clouds, 4.62–63); quidquid [ . . . ] impulerat Corus, quidquid defenderat Indos (vapors driven by Corus [northwest wind], vapors that had defended the Indians,
4.66–67).
28. On the rhetoric of the entire mutiny passage cf. Fantham 1985.
29. Gilman 1979, 42.
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with many a limb has remained a much-employed topos ever since Livy related
Menenius Agrippa’s fable.30 Rome’s many institutions form all the parts of its
body, while its anatomy has been dissected in topographical terms, from the
head, the Capitol, via the stomach, the Subura quarter, to the excretory duct,
the cloaca maxima.31 This image of the city and state as body exerts influence
on the way we describe societies and cities and the language in which we think
about them.32 Toward the end of the Bellum Civile the body of Alexander the
Great, which lies preserved in Alexandria, is a striking reminder of the correlation between a ruler’s body and his empire.33 Even though Alexander was
the ultimate ruler, his empire falls apart at the very moment the ruler’s body
becomes defunct: quo totum ceperat orbem / abstulit imperium nulloque herede
relicto / totius fati lacerandas praebuit urbes (He took away with him the power
with which he had captured all the world, and, leaving none as heir of his entire
fortune, he exposed the cities to be torn apart, BC 10.44–45). The use of lacerare
enhances the image of Alexander’s empire as a body (OLD lacero 1). Potential
correspondences with Caesar’s body and the Roman Empire are made painfully
obvious.34
Throughout the Bellum Civile, Rome lends herself to a series of embodiments, from the personification of Roma (BC 1.186–92) and Arruns’s sacrificial
victim (1.616–30) to the collapsing body of the matrona furens (1.695).35 Moreover, Rome is most strikingly represented by the bodies of the two competing
leaders, Caesar and Pompey. This is exemplified “by the sudden withering of
the traditional organs of the state into the one body of Caesar on his entry
into Rome” (3.105–9), which culminates in the phrase omnia Caesar erat (Caesar was everything, BC 3.108).36 Additionally, Rome is at times granted almost
bodily presence through the many apostrophes directed at “her” by the author
(19 times, including her very first appearance).37 What is more, we encounter
30. Liv. 2.32.8 ff.
31. Gowers 1995, 26–27.
32. The body as political metaphor has been theorized by Turner 1984 and Shilling 1993. Cf.
Sennett 1994 on city bodies. In addition body imagery has also been transposed most powerfully
onto Christianity, e.g., 1 Cor. 12–27.
33. Cf. editus exemplum terras tot posse sub uno / esse viro (born as an example that so many
lands could be under one man’s sway, BC 10.27–28).
34. Spencer 2005 suggests seeing Lucan’s Troy and Egypt as reconfiguration of Rome and the
empire implicated in corruption.
35. Cf. Douglas 1986, 114–15 on living organisms, especially sacrificial victims, representing
complex social forms in rituals.
36. Hardie 1993, 8.
37. Rome is addressed in BC 1.21, 1.200, 1.519, 1.670, 2.56, 2.301, 3.96, 3.159, 4.692, 6.302, 6.312,
6.326, 7.91, 7.418, 7.439, 7.556, 8.322, 8.836, 9.602.
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her frequently as persona agens.38 Indeed the reader gains the impression that
the civil war turns into a wooing of Rome by the epic’s protagonists, a Rome
caught in a deathly love affair (si tantus amor belli tibi, Roma “if your love of
war is so great, Rome,” BC 1.21). Caesar pledges himself ever her soldier, a violent actualization of the militia amoris of Roman love elegy (BC 1.201–2).39 This
trope is enhanced by Caesar in an admiring speech delivered when he is facing
Rome again after a long spell of absence on military campaigns abroad (BC
3.91–92). Conversely, Cato conjures up the image of Rome as a corpse, which
he wishes to embrace one last time. In his opinion we inexorably march toward
Rome’s funeral: non ante revellar / exanimem quam te complectar, Roma (I will
not be torn away before embracing your lifeless body, Rome, BC 2.301–2). In an
act of devotio Cato offers to sacrifice his own body in place of Rome’s, to substitute his head for hers, so that his blood may be shed instead of Rome’s (BC
2.304–7 and 2.312–13). The subsequent return of Cato’s pious wife Marcia spells
out this chaste union between Cato and Rome in human terms.
Marcia: quoque modo natos, hoc est amplexa maritum (She embraced
her husband as she did her sons, BC 2.366)
Cato: urbi pater est urbique maritus (For Rome he is father and for
Rome he is husband, BC 2.388)
Cato is much more pater patriae than amator patriae, a father figure rather than
a lover. Accordingly, he feels for Rome like a parent at his children’s funeral (BC
2.297–302).
Pompey, for his part, defines a new Rome for himself after the defeat at
Pharsalus, when the real Rome has been lost for him. It is the place where his
beloved wife Cornelia is situated: hic mihi Roma fuit (Here was Rome for me,
BC 8.133).40 Finally with the invocation Roma, fave coeptis (BC 1.200 and repeated in 8.322) both Caesar and Pompey fashion Rome in Ovidian manner as
a Muse and elegiac puella: she is the driving force and inspiration behind their
actions.41
38. Cf. Rome as persona agens in BC 1.285 tibi Roma subegerit orbem (yours will be the world
subdued by Rome), 2.297 Roma cadat (that Rome should fall); 2.551–52 Roma . . . opposuit (Rome
set against); 5.662 vidit . . . Roma (Rome has seen); cf. also BC 6.320–21, 7.371–73, 7.410, 7.458–59,
7.556, 7.634, 8.238, 8.354, 8.842–43, 8.847, 9.1104.
39. Cf. also Keith 2000, 101–31, esp. 130 on male violence unleashed upon the eroticized female
body in Latin epic.
40. For the conflation of Pompey’s love for Cornelia and Rome cf. Ahl 1976, 177–83 and 250.
41. Cf. Ov. Met. 1.2–3 and ars 1.30. Cf. Bömer 1969–87, ad Met. 1.2 coeptis for further examples
of invocations containing “coeptis.” For Caesar’s refashioning of the republican Roma as imperial
Roma in his prayer at BC 1.195–200 cf. Feeney 1991, 292–94.
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Caput
Lucan exploits the traditional repertoire of body metaphors from Rome’s topography with a recurrent and large-scale double entendre on Rome’s role as
the caput rerum (head of [all] things)—a role initially prophesied by an actual
head excavated on the Capitoline hill in Rome’s early history (Liv. 1.55.5–6).
Thanks to its versatility, the word caput serves as one of the master tropes in the
Bellum Civile—employed frequently and on different semantic levels, it serves
to connect the many episodes and link the various bodily entities in Lucan’s
epic.42
Already the first instance of the word caput signifies the upheaval of the
Roman body: as a portent of what is to come, lightning hits the mons Albanus,
the geographical “head” of Latium (Latiare caput, BC 1.535). Significantly, this
is the very place where each spring in an annual rite the consuls celebrated the
feriae Latinae, the Latin festival, which commemorated and renewed the alliance of the cities of Latium, the unity of Rome. In addition, the duo capita (two
heads / double lobes) of the bull’s liver at Arruns’s sacrifice (BC 1.627–28) point
to the two competing parties of the civil war and their respective leaders. At the
same time they embody Roman paranoia that the capital of the world could
be transferred elsewhere.43 As we shall see, play with the many levels on which
caput can be employed runs through the entire epos.
Rome, the caput mundi (head/capital of the world, BC 2.136), is easily won
by Caesar in the civil war: sufficerent aliis [ . . . ] / ipsa, caput mundi, bellorum
maxima merces, / Roma capi facilis (Others might be satisfied with the easy
capture of Rome itself, war’s greatest prize, BC 2.653–56). Lucan here varies
verse 2.227–88, exulibus Mariis bellorum maxima merces / Roma recepta fuit
(For the Marian exiles, war’s greatest prize was Rome regained), signifying
that Caesar is even more ambitious than Marius. The real fight that permeates
the epic, however, that between Caesar and Pompey for the position of caput
mundi, has only just started; Caesar thus remains in omnia praeceps (BC 2.656),
pressing on headlong, a pun on the etymology of the word praeceps.44 Caesar’s
hopes before the battle of Pharsalus anticipate that one of the leaders will (in
one sense or another) pay for his defeat with his “head” (placet alea fati / alterutrum mersura caput “He chooses the gamble of Fate bound to plunge in ruin
one or other head,” BC 6.8). The integrity of the bodies of the two rivaling leaders thus gains significance—it becomes symptomatic of the success or failure
42. Cf. OLD caput for a host of meanings.
43. Cf. Edwards 1996, 19.
44. For the ancient etymology of praeceps stemming from caput cf. Maltby 1991, 490. The leitmotif praeceps runs through the entire epos and culminates in BC 7. Cf. Braund 1992, xlvi.
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of the fighting parties.45 Hence both Caesar and Pompey are perceived as caput
orbis (head of the world) by their followers (Caesar: BC 5.686; Pompey: 9.123–
24). Thus in a central scene of the Bellum Civile the murder and decapitation of
Pompey (8.682–83) is equated, as Hardie puts it, “with the loss of Rome itself as
‘head of the world’ caput mundi (9.123–25).”46
Furthermore, in conscious opposition to the easily conquered head of Rome,
Lucan introduces untamable heads on the level of geography (indomitum caput
Rheni “Rhine’s unconquered head,” BC 2.52). The image of a head to denote
the sources of rivers is of only marginal prominence as long as Pompey’s head
has not yet been conquered.47 After Pompey’s decapitation, however, when the
reader would naturally expect the recurrent play on caput to cease, Lucan enhances and reinforces the image of the omnipotent head in his Medusa excursus in BC 9, where we encounter in Medusa’s caput a head that has the power
to shape even the cosmic body (BC 9.666, 673, 679).48 Medusa’s powerful head
perpetuates itself in the Libyan snakes whose heads are their most prominent
feature and who throughout the snake catalog repeatedly attack the heads of
Cato’s soldiers.49 The double-headed amphisbaena (BC 9.719) even seems like a
micro-image of Rome and its two leaders. BC 9 in the end culminates with yet
another parallel to Perseus carrying the head of Medusa, the image of Caesar
empowered by the possession of Pompey’s head.50
What is more, head imagery gains vital importance when the head of the river
Nile (ignotumque caput “[Nile’s] unknown source,” BC 10.191)—unconquered
and maybe unconquerable—captures Caesar’s attention. For a brief moment
this very head is invested with the power to shape the plot: Caesar would happily abandon civil war to explore the source of the Nile: spes sit mihi certa videndi / Niliacos fontes, bellum civile relinquam (let me have a hope assured of
seeing the springs of Nile, and I will abandon civil war, BC 10.191–92). The Nile’s
arcanum caput (hidden source, BC 10.295) thus takes over the central role Pompey’s head played earlier.
45. Hardie 1993, 8 on the “one for many” principle in relation to the body of Caesar and the organs of state. Hardie also points to Kantorowicz’s suggestive epilogue. Cf. Kantorowicz 1957, 514–15.
46. Cf. Hardie 1993, 7. On the persistence of this image cf. Bartsch 1997, 16 n.13.
47. Cf. Danube (BC 3.202); Euphrates and Tigris (3.256–57); Styx (6.379).
48. Cf. Fantham 1992b on the Medusa excursus.
49. Cf. Eldred 2000, 65. Caput occurs in BC 9.700, 719, 739.
50. Cf. Fantham 1992b, 110 for the parallels between the Gorgon’s head and Pompey’s. Malamud
2003, 38–44 points out that Pompey’s head symbolically invests Caesar with the powers of both
Perseus and the Demiurge. Papaioannou 2005 emphasizes the Ovidian parallels in the Medusa
passage. Richlin 1999, 203–4 discusses Cicero’s head and points to the significance of decapitation
as realization of the princeps’ ability to control speech in the same way he controls the bodies of
his subjects.
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Moreover, Caesar exposes his head to new risks by getting involved in the
Egyptian “civil war” between brother and sister, Cleopatra and Ptolemy. Already the first line of BC 10 indicates the dangers of Egypt as Caesar’s pursuit
of Pompey is here reduced to purely bodily terms; Caesar is on the search for
Pompey’s head (BC 10.1). In subsequent verses Lucan’s concern for the head of
Caesar nurtures the ancient rivalry between Rome and Alexandria for the role
of caput mundi.
regnum Lagi Romana sub arma
iret an eriperet mundo Memphiticus ensis
victoris victique caput
[would Lagus’s kingdom (= Egypt) be subdued by Roman force, or
would the sword of Memphis remove the head of conqueror and conquered from the world?] (BC 10.4–6)
Caesar thus embodies Rome, with his corporeal entity pledged as guarantee for
Rome’s supremacy. When the story of BC 10 unfolds, Pothinus and Achillas are
driven to plot against Caesar’s head out of fear for their own heads/lives.51 Caesar’s response to these attacks is to use Ptolemy as a human shield (BC 10.463–
64). Earlier in his (mock-) lament for Pompey, Caesar had also contemplated
decapitating Cleopatra as atonement for Pompey’s death (BC 9.1070–71). A
subsequent simile compares Caesar to Medea and Ptolemy to Absyrtus, rejigging the Medea myth as a tale of decapitation (BC 10.464–67).52
Following up the many ramifications of the play on caput in Lucan’s epic, we
have found that it is used in connection with mountains, rivers, winds, heavenly
bodies, sacrificial intestines, the Gorgon and her snakes, the city of Rome, and
most frequently Caesar and Pompey. This single word enables Lucan to create
an entire image repertoire that transcends its immediacy and is meaningful on
more than one level.53 The word caput serves as trope for what is at stake in the
Bellum Civile. For in this civil war many more than Pompey lose their caput:
while Virgil’s epic points toward the foundation of Rome and the bright future
of Romans as libera capita (free citizens), Lucan reverses this process by giving
a blow-by-blow account of the undoing of Rome, resulting in every citizen’s
deprivation of civil rights (capitis deminutio).
51. Cf. Pothinus and Achillas: BC 10.364–65; Caesar: BC 10.348 and 10.391–94.
52. On the different versions of Absyrtus’s death in Greek and Latin literary tradition cf. Berti
2000 ad 10.464–67.
53. Esposito 1996, 100 n. 23 points to the frequency of words like cervix (neck) and collum
(neck), which belong to the same semantic field as caput and enhance the repertoire of this imagery.
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The Military Corps
In addition to actualizations of the rhetorical figure pars pro toto, where one
part of the body stands in for the whole of the body, the semantics of body
vocabulary also offer further possibilities for linking the human and the military body.54 Scarry points out that the language of war tends to take injury
away from individuals and relocates it to the imaginary body of a colossus (i.e.,
certain parts of an army can turn into an appendix, an underbelly, the Achilles’ heel). This field, however, has so far largely remained unexamined.55 Beard
notes that armus is used poetically to refer to the human arm and points to the
Aeneid’s “ambiguity (or intentional play) with the neuter plural ‘arma’ (in the
sense of ‘weapons’)”: quam forti pectore et armis! (How brave in heart and feats
of arms! Virg. Aen. 4.11).56 Lucan then develops this ambiguity inherent in vocabulary used to describe both the different parts of the body that soldiers can
form and the human body. Accordingly, the word arma, which allows a play on
arms and armory, tops the list of Lucan’s most frequent body vocabulary with
187 occurrences. He is also exploiting the fact that words such as manus can
mean “hand” as well as “armed force (of any size),” ala is the “upper arm” and
at the same time “a wing or flank of an army,” and lacertus denotes “upper arm”
and “military strength.”57
In the Bellum Civile, then, “the soldier’s body is made to stand for the military “corps” itself.”58 In a mutiny Caesar is thus depicted as reduced to a mutilated truncus by the loss of his “hands,” which represent his soldiers.
tot raptis truncus manibus gladioque relictus
paene suo
[[Caesar] maimed by the loss of so many hands and almost left to his
own sword] (BC 5.252–53)
Soon we find the same imagery of Caesar’s army as a body with soldiers as its
hands/troops applied again: non pudet, heu, Caesar, soli tibi bella placere / iam
54. Adams points to two instances in the Aeneid where a body part—here the heart (pectora/
corda)—is used pars pro toto for iuvenes (young men). Cf. Adams 1982a, 42 on Aen. 2.349 and 5.729.
55. Scarry 1985, 70–72.
56. OLD s.v. armus 2. Cf. Beard 2002, 54 n. 13 on Virg. Aen. 4.11, 11.641 and 644.
57. OLD s.v. manus 1 and 22; s.v. ala 2 and 5; s.v. lacertus 1 and 2 with examples from a military
context.
58. Bartsch 1997, 11, also 152 n. 12.
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manibus damnata tuis? (Oh, does it not shame you, Caesar that you alone enjoy
the wars now rejected by your men? BC 5.310–11].59
When taken in this way the decapitation of Pompey reads as a virtual suicide: one of the limbs of the leader’s military body turns against him when he is
killed by a former soldier (BC 8.606–8).60 As a result, Pompey’s floating headless truncus (BC 8.698–99) signifies both his actual death and the leaderless
state of his fleet.
This imagery, however, is not reserved for military leaders alone. In an episode during the sea battle of Massilia (BC 3.603–26) the body (and corpse) of
Lucan’s unnamed hero becomes the shield of his twin brother and comrades. Not
without bitter irony is the brother whose hands and arms have been chopped
off positioned to protect with naked breast his brother’s shield (fraternaque pectore nudo arma tegens, BC 3.619–20). In the end he turns his dying body into a
weapon by using himself as a missile, attempting to sink an enemy boat. He thus
compensates for his armi by using his body as arma.61 This passage must be seen
as an elaborated exploration of the double meanings of limbs, weapons, and
forces.62 The twin’s body becomes an image of a battle within a battle in a civil
war, a mise en abyme in a cosmos of violence. The language of dismemberment
then construes a military battle in miniature, and this perspective opens up new
ways of interpreting each soldier’s fate as the graphic representation of an army’s
fate and simultaneously the fate of the Roman state body.

The Human Body
As seen from the examples of Arruns’s sacrifice and the matrona furens, imagery of bodily malfunction is a recurrent topos in the precipitous first book of
the Bellum Civile. It will accompany the reader through the rest of the poem.
Lucan’s strategy of body imagery, however, does not confine itself to assimilating the cosmic to the Roman state body. As observed in my section on the
military corps, he also introduces the human body into this game. Accordingly,
Crassus is depicted as a living bulwark, as personified mora (impediment) that
59. Postgate lists Caesare toto (BC 6.140 “all Caesar’s forces”) and vix inpune suos inter convertitur enses (= suorum enses “Hardly without injury can he turn among his comrades’ swords,” BC
4.779) as further manifestations of the military body. Cf. Postgate and Dilke 1978, ad 8.608. Conte
1988, 65, ad 6.140 cites also iam totus adest in proelia Caesar (now Caesar in all his might is here
for battle, BC 5.742).
60. Bartsch 1997, 156 n. 56.
61. Cf. Metger 1970, 436 on BC 3.625 as Mensch without Mensch-Sein.
62. Cf. BC 3.616, where a manus (= hand/troop) is risked to get a manus back.
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delays the war (nam sola futuri / Crassus erat belli medius mora “the only check
to future war was Crassus in between,” BC 1.99). The Latin enhances Crassus’s
in-between position through numerous hyperbata, and delays mora until the
very end of the sentence. That Crassus’s position is of global importance is demonstrated by the following simile, which depicts him as the Isthmus that keeps
apart antagonistic seas (BC 1.100–102). The use of fretum (sea) in verse 1.102
seems deliberate and points to its ancient etymological connection with ferventia (fervor) and fervor (seething of troubled waters), a connotation that makes
the sea an image of civil war furor (anger).63 Both the previous and the following
line use mare (sea), no sign of aequor (calm, flat sea) here, which is Lucan’s most
frequent choice for “sea.” Lucan sustains this geographical imagery even further.
After his death Crassus’s blood leaves a memorable blot on the Roman map,
tainting the name Carrhae forever (Crassus / Assyrias Latio maculavit sanguine
Carrhas “Crassus stained Assyrian Carrhae with Latin blood,” 1.104–5). In the
Latin Crassus (in end position) seems to be replaced by the town Carrhae (in
end position). In addition Lucan emphasises the antagonism between Romans
and Parthians by contrasting them twice side by side at the beginning of subsequent verses: Assyrias Latio (BC 1.105) and Parthica Romanos (BC 1.106). With
Crassus the former Isthmos has been swept away by war, Roman madness is unleashed, and there are no hyperbata any more that will keep the enemies apart.
The reader encounters Lucan’s concept of the human body as barrier repeatedly throughout the epic. In a flashback on the Sullan civil war in BC 2 the dead
bodies piling up in the Tiber form a dam that holds back the river’s waters (BC
2.209–20). Similarly, categories blur when the tribune Metellus bravely confronts Caesar: a human body turns into a barrier to protect a building when a
man is willing to use his body as defense wall (BC 3.117 and 3.141). Metellus’s
behavior exemplifies the “one for all” metaphor and subverts it into “one against
all.” In addition Lucan creates the impression of a military conflict by adorning
Metellus’s one-man army with battle vocabulary (pugnaxque Metellus, / [ . . . ]
rapit gressus et Caesaris agmina rumpens “The aggressive Metellus rushes to
break through Caesar’s lines,” BC 3.114–16). Later this concept is lived out to the
full and inflated beyond plausibility by Scaeva’s fighting in BC 6. Here a single
man simultaneously is an army and fights against one (BC 6.191–92). Here to
the reader’s surprise the expression Caesare toto (all of Caesar’s men), where the
leader’s name represents the force of his men, is actualized in unus (one alone),
for Scaeva alone keeps Pompey’s troops in check.64
63. Cf. Maltby 1991, 244.
64. Conte 1988, 65 ad 142 points to the contrast of mille and unus.
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quem non mille simul turmis nec Caesare toto
auferret Fortuna locum, victoribus unus eripuit.
[The place that Fortune could not win with a thousand squadrons or
with Caesar’s entire strength, a single man snatched from the victors.]
(BC 6.140–41)
Moreover, Scaeva stands in for the tumbling wall of Caesar’s camp and successfully takes its place: stat non fragilis pro Caesare murus (Firm he [Scaeva] stands,
no frail wall in front of Caesar, BC 6.201).65 Once boundaries are blurred, human bodies and human buildings become interchangeable.66
Lucan’s avoidance of names at all costs can often be observed: as there is no
virtue in civil war, no heroes can be named. Indeed Domitius Ahenobarbus’s
death is the only individual death at Pharsalus recorded by Lucan.67 Nevertheless, this poetic program demands a certain inventiveness on Lucan’s part
as to which terms he employs to describe personas agentes (agents).68 Hence
the predominance of the words manus (hand) and dextra (right hand) among
the body vocabulary of the Bellum Civile: Lucan lets an army of countless and
anonymous hands fight, murder, and kill; remarkably independent body parts
perform deeds that sturdy heroes would normally enact and thus serve as substitute agents. For this reason expressions for joining battle such as miscere manus (lit. “mixing hands,” BC 4.773) form part of a larger project that pushes
body imagery to the forefront.69 As we will see, BC 7 in particular is a treasure
trove for instances of self-animated hands that guarantee the anonymity necessary to tell of unspeakable civil war. The key function of manus can already
be observed at the word’s first occurrence: in te verte manus (turn your hand
against yourself, BC 1.23) accurately describes the workings of civil war. Indeed
hands are this epic’s driving force. Even Caesar is introduced and characterized
as ever-ready, troops and sword always at hand (BC 1.146–47). Throughout the
65. On wall imagery in BC 6 cf. Saylor 1978, 244.
66. Scaeva also turns parts of the defunct wall he substitutes with his body into weapons; the
enemies respond with their own wall of human bodies, which finally equals Caesar’s wall in height
(BC 6.180–81).
67. Ahl 1976, 50. Cf. Sklenar 2003, 20–21 on the anonymity of virtus in Lucan’s battle scenes.
68. Hübner 1972, 577 remarks that in the Bellum Civile the figure of hypallage is often employed
to represent dead and motionless objects in living and independent motion.
69. Cf. miscenturque manus (hand meets hand [in battle], BC 3.569), invenient haec arma manus (the weapons will find hands [to hold them], BC 5.326); nulla fuit non certa manus (every hand
was surely aimed, BC 6.190). Lucan sustains this imagery also to denote absence. Cf. desuntque
manus poscentibus arvis (lacking the hands for fields that demand them, BC 1.29); ignavae liquere
manus ([Rome] was abandoned by cowardly throngs, BC 1.514).
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Bellum Civile, play on the two meanings of the word manus = “hand” but also
“troop” never ceases, as some examples will demonstrate:
haec manus, ut victum post terga relinqueret orbem,
Oceani tumidas remo compescuit undas
[To leave a conquered world behind as it marched on, this army (or
arm) subdued with oar the Ocean’s swollen waves.] (BC 1.369–70)
In addition, repeatedly the troops pledge their hands—the wordplay consists of
the fact that cohortes = manus:
his cunctae simul assensere cohortes
elatasque alte, quaecumque ad bella vocaret,
promisere manus
[With these words all the cohorts agreed together, and they pledged
their hands, lifted high, to fight wherever he [Caesar] summoned them.]
(BC 1.386–88)
Lucan grows so fond of this pun that I must confine myself to quoting just a selection. In BC 2 we meet the Massilians, a people who are unwarlike. Translated
into body imagery this means they are hands whose arms do not support them:
numquam felicibus armis
usa manus, patriae primis a sedibus exul.
[Never have we used weapons prosperously, exiles from our country’s
first abodes.] (BC 3.338–39)
The ultimate pun occurs when Lucan comments on Caesar’s “mighty hands”
knocking at Amyclas’s door after the über-storm scene in BC 5. The military
subtext is hard to miss:
haec Caesar bis terque manu quassantia tectum
limina commovit
[Twice and three time with his hand Caesar struck this threshold, shaking the roof.] (BC 5.519–20)
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In addition these verses followed by
quibus hoc contingere templis
aut potuit muris, nullo trepidare tumult
Caesarea pulsante manu?
[Which temples or which walls could enjoy this blessing, not to shake in
panic when Caesar’s hand is knocking?] (BC 5.529–31)
In short, hands stand in for many a character. The city Ilerda is founded “by
ancient hand” (BC 4.12–13), and when Caesar’s soldiers stage a mutiny, their
hands stop short of nothing: nil actum est bellis, si nondum comperit istas /
omnia posse manus (Nothing have the wars achieved if he (Caesar) has not
yet learnt that our hands can do anything, BC 5.287–88). In sum, civil war
could only be prevented when all hands were kept busy with foreign foes (BC
2.54–56).
My summary analysis demonstrates how Lucan’s recurrent use of body
imagery serves to connect the human and the military body with that of the
Roman state and the cosmic body. As a result this blend conjures up an apocalyptic vision of bodies suffering the pains of civil war. Through this trope, in all
its multilayered versatility, body imagery becomes a ringing leitmotif of Lucan’s
deconstruction of the Roman republic.

The Textual Body
Mutilation and dismemberment in Imperial Latin poetry correlates with this
literature’s style of writing and grammatical liberty.70 When the word itself is at
war,71 when sentences and grammatical structures are chopped up, the vivisection of the human body functions as a translation or realization of literary into
corporeal imagery. Here once more literature has found a way to tell us how it
is composed.
Lucan’s episodic style has shaped his textual body as an epic with many
capita (sections);72 at the same time, however, the author initiates its decomposition by leaving it in the form of a headless trunk. When each episode, each
verse of the Bellum Civile articulates a limb of the poetic body, it is not least
70. Cf. Most 1992, 407–9; Quint 1993, 142–43.
71. A slogan coined by Henderson 1987.
72. Cf. OLD s.v. caput 18 citing instances from Varro and Cicero.
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Lucan’s rhetorical style, his unceasing struggle for the most memorable expression, that guarantees his afterlife—through excerptability.73
What is more, Lucan is constantly in search of an embodiment of himself
and his poetics in the Bellum Civile.74 Frequent interjections by the poetic voice
throughout the epos insistently remind the reader of the shadowy presence of
the poet.75 And at times—most famously with Pharsalia nostra vivet (our Pharsalia shall live, BC 9.985)—we witness how the author strives to embalm himself within his poetry and attempts to preserve his fame in his body of poetry.
Referring to Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Farrell states that “between the beginning
and the end, the birth and death, of this particular corpus, we glimpse an evolving image of the poetic body, an image that culminates in Ovid’s liberation
from his bookish corpus into a poetic afterlife as disembodied voice.”76 Lucan,
however, less detached from his poetic body, studiously writes himself into his
poetic corpus and connects his fate with that of the Bellum Civile.77 Mindful of
the ancient biographical tradition, we may be tempted to read his epic as his
epitaph, composed by a young poet facing his doom.78
In his discussion of Rabelais’s novel Gargantua and Pantagruel Bakhtin formulates the dichotomy between a closed and open body ideal. In its closed
form “the body was first of all a strictly completed, finished product. Furthermore, it was isolated, alone, fenced off from all other bodies. All signs of its
unfinished character, of its growth and proliferation were eliminated.”79 In contrast, “the unfinished and open body (dying, bringing forth and being born)
is not separated from the world by clearly defined boundaries; it is blended
with the world, with animals, with objects. It is cosmic, it represents the entire
material bodily world in all its elements.”80 There is not a single closed body in
Lucan’s epic, as his layered and rich body imagery continually calls attention to
the dynamic interaction of body and world. By presenting his epic body not as a
73. Cf. Seckendorff 1695 for a Renaissance reading of Lucan’s epic as a treasury for proverbs and
chapter 3 on Lucan’s sententiae.
74. Masters 1992 points out poet figures in the Bellum Civile. Lee 2005 unearths links between
physical and sensual details of authors and the “body” of their work.
75. Braund 1992, xlix counts 144 interjections.
76. Farrell 1999, 133. Theodorakopoulos 1999, 151 sees Ovid’s transformation as an exit from
a world of suffering. Here the author manages to escape the anxiety associated by Lacan with a
fragmented body (corps morcelé).
77. Farrell 1999, 131 points to the Roman tendency “to view the book as a physical analogue of
the author’s body.”
78. For biographical readings of the Bellum Civile cf. Pfligersdorffer 1959. Ker 2009 explores the
literary traces of the death of Lucan’s uncle Seneca.
79. Bakhtin 1984, 29. Bakhtin exemplifies this with material from the Middle Ages. Booker
1995, 25 finds this concept illustrated by the Greek statues that Bloom eyes in the Irish National
Museum in James Joyce’s Ulysses.
80. Bakhtin 1984, 26–27.
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classical whole but as an open body, a vivisection of the Roman republic, Lucan
once more calls the authority of epic into question and “exposes the cracks and
fissures in a genre that seeks to pass itself off as a seamless whole.”81
Chapters 2 and 3 of this study will further exploit the dichotomy between
Lucan’s open textual body and the desire for lasting fame that is written into
it, while the fourth chapter will examine how Lucan’s epic body copes with the
repetition and revision written into it.
In this outline I have established the omnipresence of body imagery in Lucan’s
epic and examined the function of this imagery on different levels throughout
the text. For the cosmic body Lucan uses gigantomachic imagery and personification to invest earth and heaven, most prominently the sun, with bodily presences, which enable them to take an active part in crafting his world of civil war.
Second, the Roman state body is drawn into Lucan’s project: throughout, Roma
carries virtual bodily presence, and extensive play on the manifold meanings
of caput positions strife for the caput mundi at the very heart of the epic. Third,
in the military corps the bodies of the military leaders and that of the armies
seem to merge, one representing the other. What is more, overlap of military
and body vocabulary makes us read each soldier as epitomizing a larger body.
Additionally, human bodies frequently stand in for soulless objects, are piled
up and turned into defensive structures—guarding rather than being guarded.
Lucan’s poetics of namelessness relies heavily on substituting body parts such
as manus for named characters when denoting those committing nefas. Finally,
Lucan frequently links his fate and fame with that of his textual body and thus
designs these funera mundi as his own requiem. In sum, Lucan’s interlocking
of different levels of often disturbing body imagery creates an epic body that
is not whole and closed but unnervingly unfinished and open. Nevertheless,
paradoxically Lucan writes himself and his desire for lasting fame into his epic
corpus. In the following two sections, then, I shall showcase the workings of
Lucan’s body imagery.

Reading Corporeality in Bellum Civile 7
Around his epic Lucan scatters battle scenes displaying a wealth of body imagery. Pharsalus in BC 7, however, constitutes the decisive military encounter in
the Bellum Civile. In many respects it is the heart to which the veins of body
language flow that run through the epic corpus. In what follows, I demonstrate
81. Booker 1995, 25. He employs the concept of the open and closed body to discuss Joyce’s
view of Homer.
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how the different levels of corporeality that I have explored so far interact here.
A close reading of BC 7 will reveal how Lucan employs body imagery to present
his version of the battle at Pharsalus.
Lucan opens BC 7 with a view of the Emathian stage from the cosmic perspective. On the day of the battle of Pharsalus the sun embodies the poet’s hesitation to tell his story of nefas (sacrilege), and BC 7.1–2 thus becomes an image of Lucan’s poetic concept of mora (delay).82 Accordingly, the pallid sun is a
symptom of war, but also heralds civil war all over the world (BC 7.199–200).
Sunlight, then, is described in such militant terms that it seems to be taking
part in the conflict itself.83
Second, Pompey’s dream (BC 7.7–20) reconfirms him as an important
member of the Roman state body by looking back to his happiest days. This is
followed immediately by a last encounter between Roma and Pompey. The two
are depicted as a loving yet doomed couple (7.29–32). Like Cornelia, Pompey’s
“real” wife, Rome too, will not even be allowed to tend the grave of her beloved
(BC 7.35–36). Pompey for his part has done his best to keep Rome’s body unscathed: testor Roma [ . . . ]: potuit tibi volnere nullo / stare labor belli (But I call
on you to witness, Rome [ . . . ]: the toil of war could have cost you no wound,
BC 7.91–93. Rome’s grief is then transferred onto and multiplied by the people
of Rome (BC 7.37–44): her inhabitants stand for the city. After his defeat, however, Pompey parts with Rome, and separates his fate from hers (7.659–61). He
shifts focus to his wife Cornelia (7.661–62); she becomes his new Rome (8.133).
In BC 6 Lucan introduces the reader to Thessaly’s topography of war. With
the story of the exiled Agaue he illustrates vividly how Thessaly is indeed the
place to bring and bury a head (6.357–58). Unsurprisingly, then, we find that the
play on caput that I sketched out above continues throughout BC 7.
Ahead of the battle of Pharsalus the Republican party, forged from the remains of the Roman state body, desires to rush “headlong” into combat: sua
quisque ac publica fata / praecipitare cupit (each desires to precipitate his own
fate and the state’s, BC 7.51–52).84 At this occasion Cicero functions as the voice
of the Roman Republic and at this decisive moment he points out the danger
that the military body is about to act on its own, as if headless (BC 7.62–65),85
not as named individuals but as an indistinguishable mass of soldiers embod82. Cf. Hübner 1976 on this passage.
83. Cf. miles, ut adverso Phoebi radiatus ab ictu / descendens (the troops, as they descended,
radiant from Phoebus’s beams facing them, BC 7.214–15). In a similar vein the daylight “triumphs”
over the stars: vicerat astra iubar (day’s first light had overcome the stars, BC 7.45).
84. In addition to two occurrences of the verb praecipitare (to rush headlong), BC 7 features
also seven instances of the word praeceps, a record for the Bellum Civile.
85. Cf. also ipsae tua signa revellent / prosilientque acies (Of their own accord, the ranks will tear
your standards up and spring forward, BC 7.77–78).
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ied by anonymous hands that brandish weapons (vibrant tela manus, BC 7.82).
Pompey, however, hesitates to make the move from citizen to soldier (BC 7.85–
89). Even though the leader is willing to sacrifice his own head to prevent war,
the success of his party remains ever more bound to his unscathed body (BC
7.117–19 and 671–72). Pompey’s caput guarantees not only his individual life but
has come to represent the state, the res Romana.
Caesar, as well, stands in for his army with his body: in their eagerness to
start battle Pompey’s soldiers demand to wet their swords with Caesar’s blood
(7.81). Similarly Caesar links his personal fate—literally his head and body—
with the success of his army when spelling out the dire consequences of his
soldiers’ potential failure: et caput hoc positum rostris effusaque membra (this
head of mine placed upon the Rostra [= speakers’ corner in Rome], my limbs
flung far and wide, BC 7.305).
At the very outset of his epic Lucan depicts civil war as Rome’s suicide
(BC 1.3), an image echoed and multiplied by numerous suicides throughout
the epic. Caesar, however compresses this imagery into a grand formula: it is
either Rome—embodied by Pompey’s army—or Caesar that must perish. For
Caesar pledges his suicide if his cause is lost: fodientem viscera cernet / me
mea qui nondum victo respexerit hoste (the man who looks behind before the
enemy is conquered will see me stabbing my own guts, BC 7.308–9). Accordingly, the demise of Caesar’s military body will result in and be paralleled by
the decomposition of Caesar’s actual body. Through his fiery speech he thus
hopes to direct his soldiers’ hands, hands that hold his fate: in manibus vestris,
quantus sit Caesar, habetis ( How great will Caesar be?—in your hands it lies,
BC 7.253).86 In accordance with the drastic polarization of Rome and Caesar, the
latter has become the enemy of the entire world, of all humankind (BC 7.72–73).
Caesar, however, wins his duel with Rome: his power becomes explicit by his
domination of Rome’s body, the body of the state, when at the end of the battle
he is shown wading through the innards of his fatherland literally trampling on
them: tu, Caesar, in alto / caedis adhuc cumulo patriae per viscera vadis, / at tibi
iam populos donat gener (Caesar, you are walking still in a lofty heap of slaughter through the guts of your fatherland, but to you your son-in-law already
grants the nations, BC 7.721–23).
What is more, the leaders’ heads remain of vital importance—standing in
at times for the names of their owners (Caesar: 7.451; Pompey: 7.712–13 and
7.674–75). In the end, however, to our surprise, it is an unknown that decides
86. Pharsalus is a decisive day that will define the world: advenisse diem qui fatum rebus in
aevum / conderet humanis, et quaeri Roma quid esset / illo Marte, palam est (It is clear that the day
has come that will establish the destiny of human life for ever, that the battle will decide what Rome
will be, BC 7.131–33).
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the battle: the sight of a horseman thrown off “headlong” and crushed causes
the entire cavalry to turn to flight (7.525–31).87
Furthermore BC 7 is a treasure trove for instances of self-animated hands,
which guarantee the anonymity necessary for a tale of civil war (BC 7.82, 7.462–
63). Lucan’s epic shares this preference with Caesar’s, Appian’s, and Cassius
Dio’s civil war accounts. Ash observes that the latter “tend to elide the differences between civil war armies, particularly in battle descriptions. Neither [ . . .
] tries to reconstruct in any detail what individual soldiers, or groups of such
men within a larger unit, might be thinking or feeling.”88 No hand, however,
can remain pure in civil war, so Lucan points out repeatedly: nulla manus belli
mutato iudice pura est (Once the judge of war is changed, no hand is clean, BC
7.263).89 Fittingly, then, Crastinus’s hand (for once an identified one) starts the
actual combat;90 Lucan’s interjection O praeceps rabies! (O impetuous frenzy!
BC 7.474) laments a world rushing to war headlessly and indicates the lack of
control by Caesar, the actual head of this operation. Adding to the general sense
of headlessness, the bull about to be sacrificed before the battle runs away, hurling himself headlong into the fields of Emathia (7.165–66). As before in BC 2,
where Arruns’s sacrificial victim embodies the Roman state, we find the action
of the military body anticipated by a smaller corporeal entity.
What is more, manus becomes synonymous with “soldier.” As the word manus can denote both a body part and a small military unit, this allows for extensive play upon the military and the human body.91 Which “hand” would dare to
tremble with Caesar watching? (inspicit [ . . . ] / quae presso tremat ense manus
He [Caesar] inspects which hand trembles as it grasps the sword, BC 7.560–
62). In addition Lucan turns Caesar into the ultimate soldier, an omnipresent
“hand” (ipse manu, BC 7.567 and 574), the incarnation of war, likened to Bellona
(7.568) and Mars (569). Caesar then with his “hands” attacks the empire’s vitals
when directing his troops toward the members of the senate.
87. Lucan here plays with the reader by spelling out praecipites (translated as “in headlong
flight” by Postgate and Dilke 1978 ad loc) with in caput effusi (threw its rider on its head) before
hammering this point home with praeceps (headlong) once more in the same sentence.
88. Ash 1999, 21.
89. Cf. also optat pars [ . . . ] / ac puras servare manus (some long [ . . . ] to keep their hands
undefiled, BC 7.486–88). On Lucan’s poetics of repetition cf. ch. 4.
90. Cf. Crastine [ . . . ], / cuius torta manu commisit lancea bellum (Crastinus, whose hand
hurled the lance that started war, BC 7.472).
91. Cf. civilia paucae / bella manus facient (Few hands of yours will wage war against fellow
Romans, BC 7.274–75); sed me Fortuna meorum / commisit manibus (But Fortune has entrusted me
to my own men’s hands, BC 7.285–86) spoken by Caesar; innumeraeque urbes, quantas in proelia
numquam, / excivere manus (Innumerable cities stirred to battle hordes in number never seen
before, BC 7.362–63); saevasque manus inmittit in hostem ([Pompey’s light-armed troops] launch
their savage bands against the enemy, BC 7.509). Five instances of manus in 30 verses (BC 7.549–78)
exploit this versatility further.
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in plebem vetat ire manus monstratque senatum:
scit cruor imperii qui sit, quae viscera rerum
[[Caesar] forbids them to strike the masses and indicates the Senate;
well he knows which is the empire’s blood, which are the guts of the
state.] (BC 7.578–79)92
A further facet of body language whose versatility Lucan exploits in the
course of his epic centers on the words facies/vultus (face). The poet employs
the term on several levels, cosmic and human, to serve his body politics. Accordingly, not only do we encounter a multitude of disfigured human faces
throughout the Bellum Civile but in addition Lucan takes up Manilius’s juncture facies caeli (the aspect/face of heaven, Man. 4.915–16) to invest the heavens
with bodily features. Heaven’s appearance, “the sky’s disfigured face” (deformis
caeli facies, BC 4.105) is thus in line with one of the leitmotifs of the battle at
Pharsalus, where disfigured faces guarantee that the victims of the battle remain anonymous. This eliminates nefas, the killing of kin by kin, from civil
war. The motif of the disfigured face advances to the status of a sine qua non
of civil war.93 In the end Lucan’s crescendo of facial mutilation culminates in
a scene that contains a ringing act of decapitation of brother by brother (BC
7.626–30)—pointing us once more to Pompey’s death.94
Lucan frequently evokes the cosmic body to create the notion of a “world
in pieces,” a sympatheia of all the different levels of body imagery.95 We witness
not only the clashing of armies but also the clashing of mountains. As so often
in the Bellum Civile word order here enhances violent content: in the Latin the
names of Mt. Olympus and Mt. Pindus oppose each other side by side; multis
concurrere visus Olympo / Pindus (to many people Pindus seems to collide with
Olympus, BC 7.174–75). In addition we also regularly encounter waters tainted
by (Roman) blood. In BC 2 the Tiber consists of blood and bodies only (BC
2.211 and 2.214–16). Similarly, at the naval battle of Massilia the sea turns into
blood (BC 3.572–73 and 3.576–77). It appears not unlike a body that is wounded
92. Leigh 1997, 209 n. 50 points to the body-of-state imagery employed here. Throughout, the
senate is perceived as a single body that can be attacked; cf. sparsumque senatus / corpus (the Senate’s mangled body, BC 7.293–94).
93. In addition a series of disfigured faces from previous military combats shows us the “other”
side, that of the defeated, whose relatives search for them among the dead bodies. Cf. caesi deformia fratris / ora (my slain brother’s disfigured face [in Rome’s previous civil war], BC 2.169–70);
confusis vultibus (with features mangled [after the sea battle at Massilia], BC 3.758).
94. Cf. vultus gladio turbate verendos (Disfigure with your sword the faces that demand respect, BC 7.322); adversosque iubet ferro confundere vultus (He [Caesar] orders them to mangle
with their steel the faces of the enemy, BC 7.575).
95. A slogan coined by Henderson 1998b.
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(BC 3.580–82). Occasionally Lucan can even fall back on already established
body imagery for the anatomy of rivers, as is the case with the veins of the Nile
(OLD vena 5b and BC 10.325). Even though streams of blood run through the
entire epic, in BC 7 in particular this kind of imagery contributes to Lucan’s
projection of an all-encompassing body that meets its end at Pharsalus (BC
7.116, 7.174–76, and 7.700).96 While before rivers turned into blood, at Pharsalus
blood turns into rivers (BC 7.292 and 7.635–37). Finally, the streams of blood,
which before the battle Caesar only imagines, turn into reality (BC 7.789–90).
Pompey for his part attempts to disengage from his military body on his flight.
But it manages to catch up with him when he encounters a river of soldierly
blood (BC 8.33–34). During the battle of Pharsalus Lucan uses a simile depicting the Roman body as ship of state in a storm.97 Overall these descriptions introduce and enhance the notion that all bodies await the same fate at Pharsalus,
that all become one.
In succession the cosmic body employs its own forces to oppose humans:
meteors, flame, cyclones, and lightning all find their target (BC 7.152–57). Lucan’s announcement at the very outset of BC 7 that war will come from anywhere
and everywhere turns real (BC 7.27). Moreover, his strategy of writing all the
different bodies of his epic into one in BC 7 marshals all-encompassing expressions such as sanguis mundi (the world’s blood, BC 7.233), with the result
that the world materializes as one bodily entity, which can be cut down with a
single stroke: et primo ferri motu prosternite mundum (and with your sword’s
first stroke lay low the world! BC 7.278). The forest dripping with blood and
the rain of gore at the end of BC 7 form the climax of this fusion of bodies (BC
7.836–40).
Moreover, the world of the Bellum Civile is a Roman universe in which
Rome means the world. The sun and the stars see nothing but Roman land
(BC 7.421–25). This allows Lucan to equate urbs (city) and orbis (globe) when
designing his funera mundi; the fall of Rome must thus imply apocalypse. In
the same way that Rome and the cosmos form a unity, Pompey explicitly recognizes the ties between his military corps and his own body when he identifies
himself with the soldiers fighting and dying in battle.
tot telis sua fata peti, sua corpora fusa
ac se tam multo pereuntem sanguine vidit

96. Moreover Lucan applies Blut und Boden ideology to Pharsalus (BC 7.535–40).
97. Similes: ship of state (BC 7.125–27); apocalypse (7.134–37); gigantomachy (7.145–50); Miura
1983 points to the parallels between the similes of BC 1 and BC 7. Both books describe the symptoms
of civil war on all levels.
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[He [Pompey] saw so many weapons aimed at his own death, so many
bodies laid low and himself dying in so much blood.] (BC 7.652–53)
Consequently with the Roman and the cosmic body going hand in hand, Lucan
can finally seal their downfall in that of Pompey’s body, which signifies at once
human corpus and military corps.
In addition we are constantly reminded of Hercules’ role as demiurge in the
creation of Thessaly, his shaping of the cosmic body. Pompey is thus placed in
a landscape, which has been modeled by his divine patron. Lucan plays on this
notion when he suggests (in solemn spondees) using wood from Mt. Oeta for
the cremation of those of Pompey’s soldiers who fell at Pharsalus (BC 7.806–
8). In the reader Lucan thus evokes Hercules and his funeral pyre on this very
mountain. Furthermore, Lucan immediately widens his image of the funeral
pyre into the cosmic perspective of global conflagration: communis mundo superest rogus ossibus astra / mixturus (A shared funeral pyre that will mingle
stars with dead men’s bones awaits the universe, BC 7.814–15). Although Caesar
denies burial to the dead bodies, they will in the end decompose and in that
way return to nature (BC 7.810–11). Lucan introduces here the notion of the
world as man’s grave, a notion that will materialize again in the case of Pompey’s death: capit omnia tellus / quae genuit; caelo tegitur, qui non habet urnam
(The man who has no funeral urn is covered by the sky, BC 7.818–19.) In a way
Pompey’s soldiers fallen at Pharsalus parallel their commander’s own end in
their lack of funerary rites and in their final fusion with the cosmic body.98
During battle the landscape of Pharsalus is carpeted with corpses. Caesar no
longer walks on the ground but wades through heaps of dead bodies, which taken
together form the prostrate Roman body on whose inner organs he tramples.99
After the battle Caesar does not shrink from coming face-to-face with Pharsalus,
where a landscape shaped by death presents itself (BC 7.786–94 and 7.597–98). In
the same way he later eagerly takes in Pompey’s caput, too: vultus, dum crederet,
haesit (he lingered till he could believe the face, BC 9.1036). The civil war goes on
and is translated back into landscape when the dead bodies succeed in conquering Thessaly: sed tibi tabentes populi Pharsalica rura / eripiunt camposque tenent
victore fugato (But the rotting hordes rob you [Caesar] of Pharsalian fields; they
rout the conqueror and possess the plains, BC 7.823–24). Indeed they are totally
98. Masters 1992, 26–27 points to the burning ramparts of Massilia as a further example of an
anticipation of Pompey’s funeral, the funeral he will never have.
99. Cf. BC 7.721, quoted above. This image is a violent refashioning of Caesar walking quietly
through his military corps caught by sleep, brother of death (BC 5.510–12). We are also reminded of
Erictho’s promenade among the dead (BC 6.625–26) and the unidentified narrator’s search among
the dead in a previous civil war (BC 2.172–73).
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absorbed and incorporated by this site: Thessaly becomes the grave of the Roman
people (BC 7.845–46 and 7.861–62). As a result, this conglomeration of cosmic,
human, military, Roman, and literary body emerges as a place of memory—a
scar etched into the Roman body: quod sufficit aevum / immemor ut donet belli
tibi damna vetustas? (What length of time will be enough for distant ages to forget
and to forgive you for the losses of the war? BC 7.849–50).100
Throughout the epic the reader is inundated with examples of bodies violated
by war. As we have seen, Lucan constructs the vivisection of the Roman body
in BC 7 by bringing together all its parts in the battle of Pharsalus. Accordingly
Pharsalus becomes a place where individuality is lost and where the soldiers
meld into one body. There Lucan’s memorable image of the Roman body turning against itself in suicide (BC 1.2–3) is readily translated into the destructive
forces of a military body in which brothers are fighting against brothers and
sons against fathers.101 Along these lines Lucan perceives the battle of Pharsalus
as the suicide of the Roman Republic. The text focuses upon the bodies of the
two leaders and translates them into military action. To achieve this, Lucan employs recurrent play on words such as caput (head) and manus (hand). Furthermore, the Roman and the cosmic body are equated. They are then employed
together to globalize civil war as funera mundi (apocalypse). In spite of this,
among all the corpses Lucan’s voice sounds out, pleading for his own immortality and writing himself into his epic corpus.
haec et apud seras gentes populosque nepotum,
sive sua tantum venient in saecula fama
sive aliquid magnis nostri quoque cura laboris
nominibus prodesse potest, cum bella legentur,
spesque metuque simul perituraque vota movebunt
[Even among later races and the people of posterity, these events—
whether they come down to future ages by their own fame alone or
whether my devotion also and my toil can do anything for mighty
names—will stir both hopes and fears together and useless prayers when
the battle is read.] (BC 7.207–11).
This dichotomy between wounded open body that Lucan creates for the reader,
and his ambition for lasting fame I shall explore further in what follows. In ad100. On scars and memory places cf. n. 13. Tatum 2003 offers a veteran’s perspective on epic
fighting.
101. Cf. BC 7.464–65 and 7.181–83. Subconsciously the soldiers and Caesar continue the conflict
even when they are sleeping. Cf. BC 7.764–65 and Caesar’s dream, 7.781–83.
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dition Lucan not only writes in the aftermath of the Aeneid but also of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. His opened up and fragmented literary body with its many
mutilations owes much to Ovid’s exploitation and advancement of Latin body
language. As there is no language to describe the pain and ailing of a state body
in transition from Republic to Principate, Lucan transfers this suffering onto
different levels of body imagery. We are thus witnessing the metamorphosis
of the Roman Republic into Imperial Rome, a metamorphosis whose pains
are manifest in body imagery represented through many bodies. According to
Lucan after civil war, Rome will be a new body, a Rome without Romans, a
shadow of a name, in which the Roman Republic is a mere memory.102
nulloque frequentem
cive suo Romam sed mundi faece repletam
cladis eo dedimus, ne tanto in corpore bellum
iam possit civile geri
[And Rome, crowded by no citizen of her own but filled with the dregs
of the world, we have consigned to such a depth of ruin that in a body so
immense civil war cannot now be waged.] (BC 7.404–7)
Scribes less attentive to the epic’s body imagery than this study have proposed
reading tempore (time) for corpore (body) in this passage (BC 7.406).
In what follows a case study of one particularly memorable body motif shall
now showcase Ovid’s influence on Lucan’s body imagery.

And Yet It Moves:
The Automatism of the Cut-Off Body Part—a Case Study
Dead human bodies on the move, or even only their parts, tend to horrify and
disgust us. Contrary to our modern taste, the Latin epicists confront their readership with ever more detailed descriptions of violence, injuries, and wounds.
Through his statistical survey Most has proven the “overwhelming preference
among all epic poets for puncture wounds”; he also points out that the cases
of more serious injuries such as amputations and their detailed depiction are
on the rise in Lucan (this might well be true for Ovid’s Metamophoses, too).103
For these the dismemberment of animals at sacrificial rites and human beings
102. For Rome destined to be peopled with foreigners cf. also BC 7.540–43. Gowing 2005 deals
with the result of civil war: the memory of the Roman Republic lingering on in the imperial state
body.
103. Cf. Most 1992, 398–400; Segal 1998, 32.
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at circus shows has been suggested as possible inspiration.104 At the same time
the staginess of epic literature and epic’s consciousness of an audience have attracted much scholarly attention.105 It seems surprising, then, to find that these
depictions of cruelty increasingly feature hyperrealistic functions of the human
body, which the authors cannot have observed in the arena, as they are physically impossible. On the one hand these hyperrealisms can be interpreted as an
attempt to outdo the more conventional circus spectacles on a literary basis. On
the other the epic successors’ increasing delight in gruesome detail also reveals
their intention to trump their poetic predecessors. Accordingly, many scholars
have associated the depiction of violence with the baroque embellishment of
decadent Imperial Latin literature.106 Only recently has violence been rehabilitated.107 My concern in this section will be to improve the bad reputation of the
poets’ fondness for dismembered body parts in particular and to showcase the
development of an epic motif.
The traditional aim of bloodshed in epic is to put emphasis on the prowess of a single hero. He fights against condemned throngs of minor heroes,
which in this way obtain a characterizing function in the plot.108 This suits the
literary worlds of the Iliad and the Aeneid, in which social boundaries are still
firmly defined.109 From Ovid onward, however, cruelty seems mainly to provide
variation, entertainment, or contrast with the surrounding scenes.110 This lack
of apparent motivation and function finds its formal counterpart in so-called
isolated scenes.111 These then finally develop into detailed and intensive visions
of terror in Lucan and Seneca. Here the hero turns into a Stoic contrapost, who
suffers his injuries and mutilations in emotionless silence. His blood smooths
the way for the early Christian delight in martyrdom and asceticism.112
Then and now audiences would only be able to absorb a certain amount
of bloodshed before the shock factor ebbed and they would be watching out
104. Cf. Most 1992, 401; Coleman 1990 on the interaction of circus and literature; Foucault 1979,
7–10 sees torture as public spectacle; for public medical vivisections cf. Selinger 1999, 32.
105. Cf. Rosati 1983, 95; Feldherr 1998, 4–18; Leigh 1997.
106. Cf. Regenbogen 1930 and the discussion in Segal 1984, 312.
107. Cf. Most 1992 and Segal 1998.
108. Cf. Strasburger 1954; for recent approaches to epic catalogs cf. Gaßner 1972, Kühlmann
1973, and Reitz 1999.
109. Cf. Finley 1964, ch. 5 and Haubold 2000, 110.
110. An exception is the flaying of Marsyas (Met. 6.441–70), where violence certainly serves
to motivate revenge, but—as we will see—it also serves other purposes. Ovid’s change in attitude
toward traditional heroism can be seen in his avoidance of an aristeia of Perseus in Met. 5.177–209;
cf. Segal 1985, Nagle 1988, and Keith 1999.
111. Cf. Fuhrmann 1968, 66 (isolierte Szenen/Einzelszenen).
112. Cf. Prudentius Psychomachia, Clark 1998, and illustrations 9, 17, and 46–55 in Spivey 2001.
For the delight in the macabre in the 16th and 17th centuries cf. Bouteille-Meister and Aukrust 2010.
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for new pleasures elsewhere.113 The most memorable mutilations, however, the
automatisms of cut-off body parts, clearly mark themselves off from the surrounding violence by their hyperrealism; we may presume that the audience
takes notice of them. As I shall demonstrate, precisely this quality lets them
become preferred vehicles for metapoetics. Lucan’s reworking in the death of
Marius (BC 2.181–84), of Philomela’s mutilation in Ovid’s Metamorphoses and
Oedipus’s self-blinding in Senecan tragedy will stand as striking examples.114
Furthermore, violation and fragmentation of a human body can prompt us to
step back and reflect on the meaning and significance of the body in its entirety.
In Lucan’s epic the soldier Murrus exemplifies this when he watches a part of
himself, his hand, die in the Libyan desert (BC 9.830–33).
In epic, the mutilation of an enemy builds up the kleos (fame) of the active mutilator. At the same time, however, it also defines the (final) kleos of the
passive mutilated, which can be analyzed in retrospective after his death. The
automatism of the cut-off body part thus disturbs the solemn fulfillment of a
heroic fate by blurring the border between life and death. In what follows, we
will find that the limbs’ insistence on an (after)life puts much more emphasis on
expressing a final “vivam” (I shall live on) than on grotesque deconstruction, for
these scenes are indeed there to be remembered.115

Toward Ovid
The epic motif of the automatism of the cut-off body part has its roots in short
appearances in Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey (Il. 10.457 = Od. 22.329, heads) and
finds its Latin successors in cautious lines by Ennius (Ann. 483–84 Skutsch
[head] = Servius on Aen. 10.396) and Virgil (Aen. 10.395–96, hand), a mutilation/discrimen inflicted on the twin pair Larides and Thymber.116 Lucretius, for
113. Cf. Segal 1998, 36.
114. Cf. Conte 1968, 234–35 and Fantham 1992a ad BC 2.181–84.
115. Cf. vivam Met. 15.879 in Ovid’s sphragis.
116. Eustathius (vol. 3, 818) offers the variant “talking head” for the Iliadic line. For Ennius’s
possible imitation of Il. 10.457 cf. Skutsch 1985 on Ann. 483–84; in addition see 485–86 Skutsch
(caput [head] with tuba) = Lactantius on Stat. Theb. 11.56, the only known verbal echo from Ennius
in Statius. Cf. Harrison 1991 on Aen. 10.395–96 for the Ennian-Virgilian-Lucretian background of
this passage.
Friedrich 1948, 297–99 and Skutsch 1985, 644–46 point out occurrences of this motif in the
novelist-historiographers of Alexander. Skutsch also proposes occurrences in Hellenistic historical
epics and touches upon scientific accounts; cf. further King 1998, 222–24 on “wandering wombs.”
In this chapter I shall confine myself to the epic tradition of this topos. Cf. Fuhrmann 1968, 543:
“Einzig beim Epos reichen die überlieferten Specimina für eine entwicklungsgeschichtliche Betrachtung aus.”
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his part, provides a distinctly “scientific” account of the phenomenon (DRN
3.642–56).117 He uses the epic repertoire to illustrate his atomic view of the universe and draws parallels between the dismemberment of the body and the
fragmentation of souls and the universe into atoms. For him, the epic hero is
part of this universe, and so his spirit must fall apart into atoms shortly after
death. Lucretius’s philosophical reading of Homer and Ennius focuses not on
the virtue of the hero but on what it actually means to die. By thinking out epic
in terms of atoms, not war, Lucretius enriches epic imagery. Homer depicts the
heads of people who are cut down while begging for their life. Hence the idea
behind the motif seems to have been that humans can die faster than the sound
they produce. Homer’s scenes are thus striking examples of words being used in
vain. By contrast, Lucretius confronts us with severed arms and legs that feature
remains of a cut-apart soul, a method that opens up our motif to new poetic
approaches. The word semianimus gets imbued with new sense. In Lucretius’s
interpretation it means not only “half-dead” but literally “with half a spirit,” for
the rest of it may die separately in another body part nearby. Lucretius looks
back to Homer and Ennius in order to manipulate and exploit them for his
philosophy.118 Virgil later also imitates the latter two (among others), but his
reading is influenced by his reading of Lucretius and he thus brings philosophy into the Aeneid.119 Finally, Ovid looks back to all of them and exploits the
versatility of the body through his epic reading of Lucretius.120 Altogether there
are four instances of our motif in the Metamorphoses, which I shall discuss in
what follows. Two heads, which keep talking (Met. 5.104–6, head of Emathion;
Met. 11.50, head of Orpheus), one hand that keeps twitching (Met. 5.115, hand
of the bard Lampetides), and finally the tongue of Philomela, which offers one
last lisp (Met. 6.557).
It has long been recognized that Ovid scatters figures of the poet throughout the Metamorphoses.121 As we will see, all four automatisms in the Metamorphoses, and most obviously Orpheus, whose head keeps lamenting after
death, provide a metapoetical background. They are not just virtuoso études for
117. Cf. also Segal 1990, 118–43 on Lucretius’s technique of enumerating body parts to prove
the soul’s mortality.
118. On Lucretius’s possible debts to Ennius cf. Skutsch 1985, 12 and 646 on DNR 3.642–45.
119. Cf. Hardie 1993, 74–76, and 117–18; for Virgil’s intertextuality with Ennius note micant oculi
(eyes twitch, 483 Skutsch / 472 Vahlen) and micant digiti (fingers twitch, Aen. 10.396). Lucr. DNR
3.653 might have provided inspiration for digiti. Cf. also Ennius’s caput a cervice revolsum (head
severed from its neck) from the same fragment and Virg. Georg. 4.523.
120. Cf. Segal 2001, 84–86.
121. For internal narrators in the Met. cf. Barchiesi 2001; for artists (often with metapoetical
background) cf. Leach 1974, Lateiner 1984, Harries 1990, Anderson 1989; on the Song of Calliope cf.
Hinds 1987, ch. 4; on Orpheus, cf. Segal 1989 and Knox 1986, ch. 4; on the Speech of Pythagoras as
Empedoclean epos cf. Hardie 1995; on the Lycian farmers cf. Clauss 1989.
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bloodshed’s sake. In what follows, I will demonstrate that the depictions of violence in three of these passages are not simply an expression of the author’s bad
taste or fascination with cruelty; nor do they serve merely to stress the unreality
of what happens.122 Rather, these automatisms meet the demands of fine-spun
poetry. They display the metapoetics of the Metamorphoses and constitute a
literary heritage that Lucan is eager to incorporate into his epic body.

Ovid’s Philomela
In Metamorphoses 6.424–674, Ovid tells the story of Philomela and Procne.
Philomela is the daughter of the king of Athens and sister of Procne, who
marries Tereus, the king of Thrace. Tereus agrees to travel to Athens and escort Philomela to Thrace for a visit. On the voyage, however, Tereus lusts for
Philomela, and once they arrive in Thrace, he forces her into a cabin in the
woods and rapes her. To keep her silent he then cuts out her tongue. Philomela
weaves a tapestry that tells her story and sends it to her sister Procne, who in
revenge kills her son Itys and feeds him to his father Tereus. When the latter
tries to kill the sisters, all three metamorphose into birds.
Philomela’s weaving, a substitute for her lost speech, has long been acknowledged as a metaphor for literary production, and the whole episode has
been read under the aspect of violated social structures.123 The topos of weaving can be found in the stories of Arachne (Met. 6.1–145) in the same book and
that of the daughters of Minyas (Met. 4.1–415) and thus connects the Philomela
episode to other episodes of storytelling. A fundamental point in the Philomela
episode is that by removing the tongue Tereus removes the very organ through
which humans differentiate themselves from beasts. In order to keep her humanity Philomela thus has to invent her own language in her tapestry, an action
that shows clear parallels to the Io episode (Met. 1.583–750). To demonstrate the
significance of the Philomela passage, I shall explore how violence functions
here to underscore recurrent motifs and helps to weave this story into the text
of the Metamorphoses.
A close reading will carve out the details that make Philomela’s tongue so
important. To begin with, if one translates the epic language of bodily penetration, violation, and integrity in this passage into the language of Freudian
122. Cf. Williams 1978, 189–92 and 254–56 and Fuhrmann 1968, 37.
123. Cf. Segal 1994 on metapoetical implications (“central role of language,” 267): weaving,
reading, silence, persuasion, deceit, and the crossing of boundaries, esp. 264–69 on Philomela as
figure of the poet; Pavlock 1991 touches on wedding, family roles, social structures; cf. also Otis
1970, 209–16 and Joplin 1991.
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symbolism, one will find that Ovid features a detailed oral rape in the subtext.
Firstly Tereus is described as stimulatus (aroused, Met. 6.550). Is this caused
by his anger and fear or by the words of Philomela and his reawakening lust?
Then he takes out his sword, a phallic symbol, which is already poised (again)
for action (551).124 He grabs Philomela’s hair and the scene goes on with bondage (vincla 553).125 Philomela, however, bravely offers him her throat (iugulum
553).126 In this passage the syntax supports a reading of the tongue grammatically and literally as pars pro toto for the girl (ille indignantem . . . vocantem . . .
luctantem . . . conprensam . . . linguam “he seized the protesting . . . calling and
struggling tongue,” 555–56).127 What we witness next contains at least traces
of fellatio: Tereus uses his “weapon,” that is, phallus, to mutilate Philomela’s
mouth. The twitching of her tongue might thus even be interpreted in sexual
terms. By focusing on the tongue Ovid radically alters the audience’s perspective. He dwells on the mutilation, turns the inside out, and makes the reader
linger on the violence. The sexual rape of Philomela—not explicitly described
before—thus serves as subtext to her mutilation.
The tongue obtains here a threefold identity that justifies its prominent position in this passage. First, it is a body part in the literal sense. Second, pars pro
toto it represents Philomela.128 As Philomela’s name marks her as sound and
song loving, she also suffers a loss of identity with the loss of her speech. Third,
the tongue embodies a reification of language.129 Through the tongue abstract
language achieves an actual presence in the story. Philomela loses her speech,
her ability to speak: lingua is dying literally in front of our eyes on the bloody
floor. Unsuccessfully the tongue is trying to creep back to the bodily unit it
belongs to up to the very last moment eager to fulfill Philomela’s intention to
speak. This and Ovid’s comparison of the tongue to a snake recall Lucretius’s
“scientific” approach to dismemberment.130 Nevertheless, just as a snake’s tail
can grow again, so Philomela, too, finds a new way to communicate.
Finally, the slow death of the tongue demonstrates how difficult it is to ex124. Cf. Adams 1982b, 20–21 and 219 on the use of gladius (sword) and numerous examples of
sexual metaphors from weaponry. Accinctus reads as mediopassive “to get ready for action”; for this
use in Ovid cf. Met. 7.47.
125. For erotics of hair cf. Apul. Met. 2.8; hair is a seat of life and power: who grabs enemies by
the hair gains power over them; shorn hair is a sign of slavery; cf Hurschmann 1998, Kötting 1986,
and La Follette 1994.
126. “Throat-cutting equalled a defloration” (Loraux 1987, 41).
127. Cf. Richlin 1992, 163.
128. Cf. Richlin 1992, 163 and above Met. 5.555–56; cf. also ipsa iacet (she lies, 558) and tremens
(trembling, 560) not unlike a victim of violence.
129. Cf. Kaufhold 1997 for this term and Mazzio 1997, 54.
130. Larmour 1990 suspects debts of Philomela’s distress (522) to Iphigeneia’s death (Lucr. DRN
1.92–96).
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tinguish language and rumors. In the Metamorphoses this is contextualized in
the powerful depiction of the House of Fama (Met. 12.39–63) and the claim to
Nachleben in the epilogue (vivam “I shall live,” Met. 15.879). We cannot help
but remember that the body of the Virgilian Fama consists of a multitude of
tongues. Philomela’s tongue then figures as a synecdoche for Fama, which in
the Philomela episode illustrates in detail how words are used in vain but simultaneously also bears the connotation of their power. The automatism of the
cut-off tongue, we may conclude, courts readers’ attention and alerts them to
the many possible interpretations of this passage.

Talking Heads
Two of Ovid’s automatisms occur at Perseus’s and Andromeda’s wedding feast
(Met. 5.1–249), when a battle breaks out between former rivals for the princess’s
hand, and involve displaced and defenseless persons: a bard and an old man.
The whole scene has been interpreted as “a true parody of epic,” and here our
motif helps to set the stage.131
The old man Emathion is described as aequi cultor timidusque deorum (he
loves justice and reveres the gods, Met. 5.100). Even though he clings to an altar,
a sacred asylum, he is cut down. His death thus serves to construct his murderer as a Mezentius-like contemptor divum (despiser of the gods). The only
weapon the old man has are words (loquendo pugnat “he fights talking,” Met
5.101), which he employs in curses for attack (incesso = attack with words). Ever
the more his death reminds us of that of Priam (cf. Met.5.103 and Aen. 2.534),
who curses Neoptolemus before he is killed at an altar. When Emathion’s head
is struck off he serves as a further example for words that are used in vain. In an
epic as obsessed with the figure of the poet as the Metamorphoses, a severed talking head that keeps fighting with words provides perhaps the most appropriate
parody of epic bloodbath and of scenes such as Virgil’s cut-off hand grasping
for its sword (Aen. 10.395–96). The transfer of a poet figure to epic fighting,
where he fights according to his abilities, depicts the word at war: the poet’s
weapons are words, with which the would-be epic warrior tries to fight when he
finds himself in a generic distorting mirror that produces a self-reflexive travesty. A further poet figure is the bard Lampetides, who had been invited to sing
the festal song (Met. 5.111–18). He is a man used to pacis opus (a peaceful task)
and his instrument is inbelle (unwarlike). Hence Lampetides provides an image
of a peaceful (pastoral) poet misplaced in the epic warfare he usually only sings
131. Cf. Otis 1970, 346.
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about (if at all).132 In contrast to Emathion he does not take part in the fighting
in any way. BÖmer claims that this scene has a lyrical atmosphere and lacks the
tasteless exaggeration of parody.133 He points, however, to the unusual conjunction of Greek poetic and traditional Roman material in Greek Styx and Roman
Manes. To me this passage seems nevertheless to exhibit traces of Ovidian humor, for despite the different vowel quantities a pun in Stygiis cane cetera Manibus (Met. 5.115–16) seems to have been overlooked: “sing the rest of your song
to the Stygian shades / with Stygian (dead) hands” (cf. digitis morientibus 117).134
Unlike Ovid, who repeatedly switches in the Metamorphoses from epic to elegy,
the bard Lampetides does not manage his generic transition—from hymenaios
song to epic.135 This poetic failure finds its expression in his miserabile carmen,
his own lament but also his last elegy (played in or with dying dactyls/fingers).
In death he reverts back to his own non-epic genre. Within this generic parody
the automatism of his fingers (even though they are not actually cut off) serves
to provide space for humor, but it also draws attention to the implications of
the genres Ovid parodies.
In conclusion, we have seen that Ovid’s applications of the automatism of
the cut-off body part clearly are not mere cruel decoration but serve to point
to metapoetic discourse on the power of the word and the poet. Ovid’s body
imagery has thus smoothed the way for Lucan’s use of the body as key metaphor
in the Bellum Civile.

Lucan
Lucan confronts his readers in the Bellum Civile with war on every possible
level. Not only does the epic plot constantly involve its actors in fighting and
mutilation but even the sentence structure and the epic’s use of rhetorical figures mirror the state of civil war; the word itself is “at war.”136 Lucan shows us a
world in chaos, without gods or, to use a Stoic analogy, a headless world. Here
the rhetorical trope of hypallage—that is the reversal of the syntactic relation
of two words (as in “her beauty’s face”)—combined with a “mass of personified
weapons” is extensively used in the language of wounding and cements the
132. On genre-specific poet figures cf. Masters 1992, 6.
133. Bömer 1969–86 ad loc.
134. I am well aware that Manes and manus scan differently and that manibus (hands) would
metrically not be possible in this position.
135. Ovid had experienced similar problems in Am. 1.1; note also the ambiguous meter of the
first two lines of the Met.; cf. Wheeler 1999, ch. 1.
136. Cf. Henderson 1998a.
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impression that neither rationality nor reason controls the soldiers’ bodies in
battle.137 In addition these two stylistic features project the idea that the literal
body is practicing syntactical self-mutilation. Examples such as percussum est
pectore ferrum (the weapon is struck by the breast, BC 4.561) and sed hinc iugulis, hinc ferro bella geruntur (but on one side war was waged with throats, with
weapons on the other, BC 7.533) make clear that the “inversion of subject-object
relations” constructs suicidal body parts that enact their own death by a form
of proto-automatism.138 The usual sequence of the automatisms is shadowed:
not swift blow followed by an autarchic limb, but instead autarchic breasts joining battle. Is this just another example of the chaos of civil war, an upsidedown world where flesh becomes weapon? Or do we rather witness Lucan’s
deconstruction of military heroism by staging a fight with suicidal limbs?
Clearly these automatisms do not add anything to the victim’s kleos. Critics
have mourned the lack of a main hero figure in Lucan’s epic.139 For the Metamorphoses, which also lack a main hero, scholars have crowned the poet as its
true hero.140 If this is true for the Bellum Civile as well, the rhetorical figure of
hypallage then helps to build up Lucan’s fame as poet-hero, who successfully
fights his syntactic combat. He stages a “crash of syntax with concept” for his
“poetics of totalizing, civil, war.”141 In what follows I shall examine some passages that showcase how Lucan develops and employs autarchic body imagery
and exemplify once more his conceptualization of the body.

Medusa and Marius Gratidianus
Fantham points out the shifting of active and passive in Lucan’s Medusa narrative (BC 9.619–99), and the fate of Medusa’s head exemplifies this.142 Medusa’s living snake-hair proves to be her undoing in the end (BC 9.682–83).
Snakes risen from her blood, however, will remain as an everlasting reminder
and plague, a perpetuated automatism of Medusa’s delightful flowing hair.143 In
137. Hübner 1972, 577 remarks that hypallage often represents dead and motionless objects in
living and independent motion. Corpus (body) is used for a book roll in Ov. Tr. 2, 535; Most 1992,
407 links the human body to the written corpus and to literary stylistics. Cf. also Henderson 1998a,
194.
138. Bartsch 1997, 23.
139. Johnson 1987, 1.
140. Solodow 1988, 73.
141. Henderson 1998a, 195.
142. Fantham 1992b, 100 and 104 on BC 9.652.
143. Note the “semi-automatism” of BC 9.672 vigilat pars magna comarum (a large part of her
hair keeps watch).
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what follows, Lucan’s snake passage then provides a remarkable detailed aristeia leading to six dead soldiers and one amputation caused by these snakes.
The reader will remember other locks that guarantee the glory of their former
possessors.144 It is as if the latent (epic) encounter of Berenice’s lock (Cat. 66.42)
has been blown up to full epic scale. But as before with Ovid’s bard Lampetides,
generic transitions are not without fault in Lucan as well; instead of a heavenly
constellation of stars we find earthly reptiles, which nevertheless function to
glorify. For sure Perseus can hardly serve as hero of this passage, as he is described as trepidus and tremens (anxious and trembling, BC 9.675). Rather the
episode serves to manifest the fame of the antiheroine Medusa.145 Her comae
(locks) become the comites (companions) of Cato and his soldiers and thus
transfer her (and her fame) to the narrative present of the Bellum Civile. She
thus unexpectedly becomes the Romans’ antagonist. Lucan’s Hellenistic etiology provides a distorted image of autarchic encomiastic hair as known in literature from Callimachus and Catullus.146
Similar to the Medusa episode the acroteriasmos, the mutilation of hands,
ears, and nose, of Marius Gratidianus (BC 2.173–94) reworks the literary tradition. Conte points to Ovid’s tongue of Philomela as a model, as we have seen
above a sequence loaded with metapoetics.147 We find that acts of silencing and
dehumanization shape this episode, but Marius’s twitching tongue does far
more than simply stress the cruelty of his torturers. As he was a well-known
orator—mentioned as such in Cicero’s Brutus 223—it is no wonder that tongue
and hands play such an important role in this passage, as they constitute the
main tools for his gesture and speech.148 Marius’s function as a sacrifice puts
his dismemberment in animalic and dehumanizing context; he becomes assimilated to the sacrificial butchery performed in religious acts. In addition
Lucan emphasizes that his face is made unrecognizable (BC 2.190–91): no death
mask, proudly carried in the funeral procession, will keep his memory alive.149
Marius’s distorted corpse also looks back to Priam’s headless trunk in Aeneid
2, lying on the shore; but at the same time it foreshadows Pompey’s end in
Egypt.150 Moreover Marius Gratidianus is in fact a relative of Cicero by adoption, and we may speculate whether his silencing even foreshadows Cicero’s
144. Call. fr. 110 (Pfeiffer) and Catul. 66 “Coma Berenices.”
145. Cf. Fantham 1992b, 104 on Medusa’s posthumous victories and 106 on parallels between
Argos and Medusa.
146. For Lucan’s sources cf. Fantham 1992b, 111–13.
147. Cf. Conte 1968 and Lebek 1976, 297–302.
148. Cf. Quint. Inst. Or. 11.3.65–136; Cic. Orat. 59 and Graf 1991. Butler 2002 traces the hand
of Cicero.
149. Throughout the epic the importance of a proper funeral is stressed; cf. BC 2.157–60.
150. Cf. Fantham 1992a ad 189.
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decapitation.151 His fate frames Cicero’ fate with the construction of a “family tradition” of (self)sacrifice. Furthermore Lucan links Marius through the
phrase cecidere manus (down fell the hands, BC 2.181) with the artist Daedalus
(Aen. 6.33). Lucan, however, sets the event—rather cynically—in a more violent
context. In the Aeneid Daedalus, reminded of the death of his son Icarus and
overwhelmed by grief, drops his hands and is thus lead to artistic failure.152 In
contrast, Marius’s hands actually drop off during his own demise; his total dismemberment stands in for the dissection of the Roman body in the future civil
war and thus prefigures the downfall of the Roman Republic.

The Sea Battle at Massilia and Pompey’s Head
The sea battle at Massilia offers a feast of bloodshed. Remarkable in particular
seems the mutilation of an unnamed twin brother that features the automatism
of his cut-off hand (BC 3.603–26). Critics note the influence of three traditions
in this passage: the twin brother motif is linked with epic mutilation and the
vir fortis sine manibus (strong man without hands) topos that was practised in
speeches at the declamation schools.153
In contrast to Virgil’s twin pair Larides and Thymber (Aen. 10.395–96),
which stood model for this passage, Lucan lets one of the twin brothers survive
to serve as a living reminder of his dead brother (BC 3.608). In Virgil’s account
and a similar passage in Ovid (Met. 5.140) the differing wounds help to distinguish the brothers; in Lucan, however, one brother remains unscathed and
takes over the other’s identity. The child-parent relationship also shifts from
gratus (dear) in Virgil to gloria (pride) in Lucan.154 And the story of a wounded
and soon mutilated soldier who bravely keeps on fighting is usually told of a
Caesarian civil war combatant.155 Lucan, however, chooses a Massilian hero,
a city with well-known Greek roots.156 He thus “deromanizes” his hero, makes
him an approximation of libertas (freedom) and holds up the pattern that hero151. Cicero had prevented Catiline from becoming head of state; Sall. Hist. 1.44 (cf. scholia
Bernensia ad loc.) mentions Catiline’s involvement in Marius’s murder. Some might even want to
argue that Cicero’s death and decapitation was to feature in the unfinished part of the Bellum Civile;
For an overview of theories about the structure of the epic cf. Schmitt 1989, 193–214 and Backhaus
2005, 44–54.
152. Cf. Putnam 1998, 90.
153. Cf. Hunink 1992 ad 609.
154. Metger 1970, 426.
155. Metger 1970, 427–28; Luck 1985 ad loc.; Hunink 1992, 609 lists further sources.
156. Massilia was founded ca. 600 BC as colony of Phokaia; for the foundation myth cf. Arist.
fr. 549 Rose = Athen. 13.576a; Iust. 43.3.4.–13 whose source, Pompeius Trogus, could have been
known to Lucan.
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ism is not possible in a civil war between Romans.157 While in the prose versions
of the sea battle the actual cutting off of the hand is only a briefly mentioned
precondition for a soldier’s further one-armed aristeia, Lucan closes in on it.158
Metger interprets the hand’s automatism as “eine Art Selbstbehauptungswille,
der bis zur Sinnlosigkeit gesteigert ist.”159 Even in death the hand keeps its grip
and its place while the hero bravely battles on to lose his other arm as well.160
I have pointed above to the link between the integrity of the individual body
and the integrity of the communal body, where “the soldier’s body is made to
stand for the military corps itself.”161 There I have cited the dismemberment of
the Massilian twin as an example for a military battle in miniature, where our
hero’s body becomes the shield of his brother and comrades. Ironically the one
who lacks arms becomes arma tegens (protecting arms, BC 3.620), and finally
turns his dying body into a weapon. The automatism of his hand is a rebellion
(tamen “still,” BC 3.612) against a death inflicted by an anonymous opponent.
Pars pro toto it mirrors the victim’s own reaction to his injury (BC 3.614–15).162
This passage thus offers an exploration of the double meanings of limbs, weapons, and forces. The single twin’s body becomes an image of a battle within a
battle, a mise en abyme in a cosmos of violence.163 In addition, dismemberment
and the dismembered aristeia of our hero exhibit the construction of his fame.
With this Massilian man Lucan aims to provide a contrast to the Romans who
are tainted by civil war.
The last and most crucial automatism I will discuss is found in a key scene
of the Bellum Civile: Pompey is murdered and then decapitated while still
breathing (dum vivunt, BC 8.682), an act that is equated with the loss of the
head of the world (caput mundi). Pompey still lives “to see” his humiliation
by Achillas. That Pompey is killed by a Roman soldier, even though now in
the service of the Egyptians, makes his death a civil war in miniature, a Roman killed by a Roman.164 Combined with Lucan’s delight in detail and (hyper)
realism, this creates the horror of this scene.165 To the Roman reader who was
protected from corporal punishment by the lex Porcia decapitation must have
157. Hunink 1992 ad 610 points to the juxtaposition of Romanae with Graia.
158. Metger 1970, 427 looks at Val. Max. 3.2.22; Suet. Div. Jul. 68 and Plu. Caes. 16 but misses
out on the model of Hrdt. 6.114: Aischylus’s brother Cynegeirus, which already brings together the
notion of honor with a smitten-off hand, which Esposito 1987, 99 calls “archetipo.”
159. Metger 1970, 429.
160. Hunink 1992 ad 613.
161. Bartsch 1997, 11 (cf. also n. 58).
162. Metger 1970, 432.
163. Cf. the Military Corps. pp. 22–23.
164. Bartsch 1997, 24 n. 36.
165. Schnepf 1970, 384 on the use of realism to create horror.
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been a particularly grueling offense.166 Two further decapitations—of Crassus
and Cicero—provide a frame for the civil war marking the downfall of the Republic. This condition, heedlessness, then becomes emblematic for the end of
the Republic.167
In this passage Pompey quits the epos as a hero when dying in a dignified almost Stoic fashion while displaying concern for his reputation.168 Pompey
loses his corporeal integrity, but tries to preserve his inner wholeness and thus
becomes great when he falls.169 Automatisms of cut-off body parts transgress
temporality as limbs live on even though the body dies. Lucan augments this
temporal distance into eternity in Pompey’s case. He traverses the finality of
death when he depicts Pompey’s soul laughing at its headless trunk (BC 9.14).
He does indeed live on and is for certain in no danger to be forgotten. As Magnus lacks burial, Lucan can make Hic situs est Magnus (Here lies Magnus, BC
8.793) a slogan that fits the entire world (BC 8.798–99): Pompey (and Lucan)
will be remembered.170

Afterlife
In my brief survey of the most memorable epic mutilations, the automatisms
of severed limbs, we have followed the career of an epic motif from its humble
origins in single lines to steady expansion and increased prominence. In Lucan’s
epic it then takes center stage. We have also witnessed how it aquires a role as
vehicle of metapoetics. In addition this motif focuses less on the fame of the
mutilator than that of the mutilated, be it the Gorgon, an orator, an anonymous
warrior, or even Pompey. In the latter case in particular the depiction of the open
body functions as a climactic way to sum up and promote his fame, transgressing time and space boundaries. He is representative of the epic’s and Lucan’s
claim to fame, an expression of “vivam” (I shall live). Equally, our motif finds a
poetic afterlife in image repertoires that reach far beyond classical epic.171
166. Rotondi 1962, 268; Mommsen 1887, 916. Selinger 2001, 352 points to the apostle Paul (Acts
16.22–38).
167. On Crassus cf. BC 1.99–100 and 1.107–8 and Plu. Crass. 31–33. On Cicero cf. Liv. quoted by
Sen. Suas. 7.14; Plu. Cic. 48–49 and Richlin 1999.
168. See pp. 59–60.
169. Pompey’s death thus shows parallels to the “beautiful deaths” of tragic figures such as
Iphigenia and Polyxena. Cf. Loraux 1987, 47 and Vernant 1991, 60.
170. Henderson 1998a, 202.
171. Cf. Zwierlein 1970, Irving 1983, Gogol, The Nose, and the “handy” butler in The Addams
Family films as well as a handy cameo in Pirates of the Carribean I.

